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Figure 12. Residual of the dust lag from the best-fit regression line plotted
against the Eddington ratio (obtained by the CCF analysis assuming αν = 0 for
the subtraction of the accretion-disk component in the K-band flux).

with the model. The observation of an AGN with a super-
Eddington mass accretion rate is required to investigate the
effect of anisotropic illumination of the slim disk.

5.2. Structure of the BLR and Inner Dust Torus

Reverberation observations for BELs and dust thermal emis-
sion provide an important tool for investigating the structure
of the BLR and innermost dust torus. Suganuma et al. (2006)
compared the results of the dust reverberation with those for
BELs and demonstrated that the innermost dust torus was lo-
cated just outside of the BLR. Infrared interferometry is also
an important tool for investigating the dust torus. Kishimoto
et al. (2011) reported that the radius of the innermost dust torus
obtained by near-infrared interferometry was consistent with
the dust reverberation radius; however, the former tended to be
roughly equal to or slightly larger than the latter. On the basis
of our new results of the largest homogeneous sample of dust
reverberation, we discuss in this section the structure of the BLR
and the innermost dust torus.

In Figure 13, we plotted the radii of the innermost dust torus
obtained by reverberation and near-infrared interferometry, as
well as the reverberation radius of the BLR, against the optical
V-band luminosity. The dust reverberation radii and optical
luminosities were obtained from our results, and those of
the near-infrared interferometry were obtained from the data
compiled by Kishimoto et al. (2011) and Weigelt et al. (2012).
The lag–luminosity correlation of BLR has been investigated
by many authors. Among the data presented in such studies, we
used that obtained by the reverberation observation of Balmer
emission lines (mostly Hβ) compiled by Bentz et al. (2009a),
because they presented an accurate estimation of the optical
luminosity by using the HST images to carefully subtract the
host-galaxy flux.

In Figure 14, the radii of the innermost dust torus and
BLR (Hβ) were plotted against the hard X-ray (14–195 keV)
luminosity, and in Figure 15, they were plotted against the
luminosity of [O iv] λ25.89 µm emission line. Although the
hard X-ray emission and [O iv] emission line are not directly
related to the ionization state of the BLR clouds or dust
temperature, their luminosities are expected to correlate with
that of the accretion disk emission, and they would be far
less obscured by the dust torus. Therefore, they could serve
as luminosity indicators unbiased to dust obscuration (e.g.,
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Figure 13. Radii of the innermost dust torus and the broad emission-line region
(BLR) plotted against the V-band luminosity. Filled circles (colored red in
the online version) represent the K-band reverberation radii of our results
(obtained by the CCF analysis assuming αν = 0 for the subtraction of the
accretion-disk component in the K-band flux); open squares (colored purple
in the online version) represent the K-band interferometric radii obtained from
Kishimoto et al. (2011) and Weigelt et al. (2012), and crosses (colored blue in
the online version) represent the reverberation radii of broad Balmer emission
lines obtained from Bentz et al. (2009a). Solid and dashed lines (colored red
in the online version) represent the best-fit regression lines for the K-band
reverberation radii for the data obtained by the CCF analysis assuming αν = 0
and αν = 1/3, respectively, and the dot–dashed line (colored blue in the online
version) represents the best-fit regression line for the Balmer-line reverberation
radii reported by Bentz et al. (2009a). Dots (colored green in the online version)
represent the radii of the location of the hot-dust clouds obtained from the
spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting of type 1 active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
reported by Mor & Netzer (2012).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Melèndez et al. 2008; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009; Rigby et al.
2009) and would be useful for estimating the radii of the BLR
and innermost dust torus for type 2 AGNs and ultraluminous
infrared galaxies. We enlarged the data for reverberation radii
of the BLR by adding the results of the recent reverberation
observations for Hβ emission lines (Bentz et al. 2006b, 2007,
2009a, 2009b; Denney et al. 2010; Barth et al. 2011a, 2011b;
Grier et al. 2012b). The hard X-ray luminosity was obtained
from the Swift BAT 58 Month Hard X-ray Survey (Baumgartner
et al., in preparation),11 and that of the [O iv] emission line was
taken from previous research (Deo et al. 2007; Melèndez et al.
2008; Diamond-Stanic et al. 2009; Gallimore et al. 2010; Greene
et al. 2010; Liu & Wang 2010; Tommasin et al. 2010).

As shown in Figures 13–15, the radii of the BLR (Hβ) and
innermost dust torus showed significant correlation with these
luminosities, and the reverberation radius of the BLR was found
to be systematically smaller than that of the innermost dust
torus, as presented by Suganuma et al. (2006). In addition, we
found that the reverberation radius of the innermost dust torus
appeared to be systematically smaller than the interferometric
radius of the innermost dust torus, as presented by Kishimoto
et al. (2011). We then applied the regression analysis for the

11 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/results/bs58mon/
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detailed calculation of radiation equilibrium in dusty clouds is
necessary and will appear in a forthcoming paper.

6. SUMMARY

We presented the results of a dust reverberation sur-
vey for 17 nearby Seyfert 1 galaxies, which pro-
vides the largest homogeneous collection of data for
the radius of the innermost dust torus. For all targets,
long-term monitoring observations in optical and near-
infrared wavelengths showed a delayed response of the
K-band light curve after that of the V band. The minor con-
tribution of the accretion disk in the K-band flux was sub-
tracted to derive the variation of the dust torus emission, and
the CCF analysis was applied to obtain 49 measurements of
reverberation lags for the innermost dust torus. The optical lu-
minosity of the continuum emission from the accretion disk
was estimated by subtracting the host-galaxy and narrow-line
flux contributions in the V-band fluxes. We found that the re-
verberation lags for the innermost dust torus strongly corre-
lated with the optical luminosity in the range of MV = −16 to
−22 mag. We applied the regression analysis to our new data
to obtain the correlation of log ∆t (days) = −2.11–0.2 MV or
log c∆t (pc) = −0.88 + 0.5(LV /1044 erg s−1), assuming the
slope of ∆t ∝ L0.5 to be same as that reported in previous stud-
ies. The intrinsic scatter of the correlation was estimated to be
approximately 0.13 dex, and its possible origins were discussed.
The difference in internal extinction and the delayed response
of changes in lag times to the flux variations could have partly
contributed to the intrinsic scatter; however, we could not detect
systematic changes in the lag–luminosity correlation with the
subclass of the Seyfert type and the Eddington ratio.

Furthermore, we compared our results with the radius–
luminosity correlations for the near-infrared interferometry and
BLR reverberation. In addition to that with the optical lumi-
nosity, we examined such correlations with the hard X-ray
(14–195 keV) and [O iv] λ25.89 µm emission-line luminosi-
ties, which are known as isotropic luminosity indicators and
are applicable to obscured AGNs. We found that the interfero-
metric radius in the K band was systematically larger than the
reverberation radius in the same band by approximately 0.3 dex,
which could be interpreted as the difference between the flux-
weighted radius and the response-weighted radius, as suggested
by Kishimoto et al. (2011). We suggest that the reverberation
radius provides a better estimate for the inner boundary radius
of the dust torus.

As expected from the unified scheme of the Seyfert type
of AGNs, the BLR reverberation radius was found to be
systematically smaller than the dust reverberation radius, as
reported by Suganuma et al. (2006), with a difference of
approximately 0.6–0.7 dex. However, we suggest that gas
clouds with the hottest dust, and those emitting BELs of lower
ionization species or intermediate lines, are located between
them, wherein the inner radius of the dust torus is determined
by the sublimation of dust grains. The higher dust temperature
of Tdust ≈ 1700 K and the larger grain size of a ≈ 0.1 µm
are preferred for the parameters of the dust sublimation radius
expressed in Equation (1); however, detailed calculation of
radiation equilibrium in dusty clouds is desired.

We thank the staff at the Haleakala Observatories for
their help with facility maintenance. This research has been
partly supported by the Grant-in-Aids of Scientific Re-
search (10041110, 10304014, 11740120, 12640233, 14047206,

14253001, 14540223, 16740106, 22540247, 25287062), and
the COE Research (07CE2002) of the Ministry of Education,
Science, Culture and Sports of Japan.
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vey for 17 nearby Seyfert 1 galaxies, which pro-
vides the largest homogeneous collection of data for
the radius of the innermost dust torus. For all targets,
long-term monitoring observations in optical and near-
infrared wavelengths showed a delayed response of the
K-band light curve after that of the V band. The minor con-
tribution of the accretion disk in the K-band flux was sub-
tracted to derive the variation of the dust torus emission, and
the CCF analysis was applied to obtain 49 measurements of
reverberation lags for the innermost dust torus. The optical lu-
minosity of the continuum emission from the accretion disk
was estimated by subtracting the host-galaxy and narrow-line
flux contributions in the V-band fluxes. We found that the re-
verberation lags for the innermost dust torus strongly corre-
lated with the optical luminosity in the range of MV = −16 to
−22 mag. We applied the regression analysis to our new data
to obtain the correlation of log ∆t (days) = −2.11–0.2 MV or
log c∆t (pc) = −0.88 + 0.5(LV /1044 erg s−1), assuming the
slope of ∆t ∝ L0.5 to be same as that reported in previous stud-
ies. The intrinsic scatter of the correlation was estimated to be
approximately 0.13 dex, and its possible origins were discussed.
The difference in internal extinction and the delayed response
of changes in lag times to the flux variations could have partly
contributed to the intrinsic scatter; however, we could not detect
systematic changes in the lag–luminosity correlation with the
subclass of the Seyfert type and the Eddington ratio.

Furthermore, we compared our results with the radius–
luminosity correlations for the near-infrared interferometry and
BLR reverberation. In addition to that with the optical lumi-
nosity, we examined such correlations with the hard X-ray
(14–195 keV) and [O iv] λ25.89 µm emission-line luminosi-
ties, which are known as isotropic luminosity indicators and
are applicable to obscured AGNs. We found that the interfero-
metric radius in the K band was systematically larger than the
reverberation radius in the same band by approximately 0.3 dex,
which could be interpreted as the difference between the flux-
weighted radius and the response-weighted radius, as suggested
by Kishimoto et al. (2011). We suggest that the reverberation
radius provides a better estimate for the inner boundary radius
of the dust torus.

As expected from the unified scheme of the Seyfert type
of AGNs, the BLR reverberation radius was found to be
systematically smaller than the dust reverberation radius, as
reported by Suganuma et al. (2006), with a difference of
approximately 0.6–0.7 dex. However, we suggest that gas
clouds with the hottest dust, and those emitting BELs of lower
ionization species or intermediate lines, are located between
them, wherein the inner radius of the dust torus is determined
by the sublimation of dust grains. The higher dust temperature
of Tdust ≈ 1700 K and the larger grain size of a ≈ 0.1 µm
are preferred for the parameters of the dust sublimation radius
expressed in Equation (1); however, detailed calculation of
radiation equilibrium in dusty clouds is desired.
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Fig. 8. Half-light radii R1/2 in pc (red and
green for 13 and 8.5 µm, respectively), plotted
against UV luminosity L, which is defined as
6 νLν(5500 Å) (Kishimoto et al. 2007). The red
and green dotted lines are power-law fit to R1/2
at 13 µm (∝L0.01±0.07) and 8.5 µm (∝L0.21±0.05),
respectively. In this physical scale, these mid-
IR radii increase with luminosity much slower
than L1/2, or almost constant at 13 µm. Thin-
ring radii at 2.2 µm also in pc are plotted
in purple for the KI-observed sample. Plotted
with gray plus signs are the near-IR reverber-
ation radii (Suganuma et al. 2006 and refer-
ences therein), with the black dotted line show-
ing their L1/2 fit. This fit is the definition of the
inner radius Rin in this paper.

4.2. Multiple-temperature Gaussian fit

While the power-law brightness description at each wavelength
gives a relatively model-independent measurement of the emis-
sion size, it does not physically describe the change in the over-
all size with wavelength and the flux that we observe. A sim-
ple, though very approximate way of describing the power-law
brightness with changing steepness over different wavelenths is
to consider two or more rings/Gaussians of different size at dif-
ferent temperatures. At each wavelength, the multiple compo-
nents with different sizes contribute differently to the visibility
function, giving a wider range in spatial frequency than the range
covered by a single ring/Gaussian. The contribution ratio of
the multiple temperature components changes with wavelength,
causing the overall apparent size to change with wavelength.

We adopted a Gaussian geometry for each component,
though rings might provide a more physically accurate descrip-
tion of in particular the innermost dusty region. In terms of the
visibility function, a ring and Gaussian essentially give the same
curve at the low spatial frequencies before the first null (Fig. 5;
see e.g. Millour 2008). Both a thin-ring and a Gaussian geometry
have only one parameter, but a Gaussian permits us to more sim-
ply quantify the average surface brightness of the component,
and its visibility curve (which is also a Gaussian) is the simplest
(no nulls, no lobes).

We describe each Gaussian component as a brightness dis-
tribution S ν at a radius r from the center given as

S ν(ν, r) = Bν(ν, T ) f0 ln 2 · e−r2 ln 2/R2
1/2 , (6)

where Bν is the Planck function at frequency ν and tempera-
ture T , and R1/2 is the physical size of the Gaussian in HWHM,

where HWHM = R1/2 for Gaussian. The isotropic luminosity Lν
of this component is

Lν/4π = f0Bν(ν, T )πR2
1/2. (7)

The factor f0 gives the average surface brightness with respect to
the blackbody when all the emission is contained within HWHM
(see more on emissivity and surface filling factor described in
Sect. 4.4). In addition to these two Gaussians, we also include
the accretion disk component, which is assumed to remain un-
resolved and have a spectrum of fν ∝ ν+1/3 at IR wavelengths
longward of 0.8 µm (Kishimoto et al. 2009a, 2008).

Table 7 shows the results of two-Gaussian-component fits.
We assumed that HWHM = 1 Rin for the ∼1400 K near-IR com-
ponent here, except for the two objects for which we have KI
data. We see that the ∼300 K mid-IR component has a HWHH
of several to a few tens of Rin, which implies an effective tem-
perature radial gradient of β from ∼−0.8 to ∼−0.4 where T ∝ rβ.
This effective index includes the effect of the radial gradient of
surface density distribution. In Sect. 4.4, we attempt to separate
the temperature and density gradients using more physical but
simple models.

4.3. PA dependence

The PA coverage of our baselines for each object is very limited.
Since our targets are all type 1 AGNs, we do not expect to see a
large PA dependence in visibilities. Nevertheless, we seem to see
some PA dependence at least in one object, NGC 3783. This has
already been pointed out by Hönig et al. (2010). The brightness
distribution along the SE-NW direction seems more extended
than that in the NE-SW direction.
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and the power-law visibility curve becomes very close to that
of a Gaussian/ring (Fig. 5). A more detailed estimation of R1/2
would require knowledge of the shape of the innermost dust dis-
tribution, which is not yet well constrained. Thus, we simply
adopt here the thin-ring approximation for the near-IR data. We
would infer that the other four targets, for which no KI data are
available, probably have near-IR ring radii of ∼1−2 Rin based on
the KI-observed sample of type 1 AGNs (see Fig. 7; Kishimoto
et al. 2011). From the mid-IR to the near-IR, the normalized
emission size would then become certainly smaller with wave-
length, very roughly following some power law for each object,
but with different indices for different objects.

As we demonstrated in Fig. 3, the mid-IR emission size
seems to have a luminosity dependence. This is now quantita-
tively shown in Fig. 7, where R1/2/Rin is plotted against UV lu-
minosity L. The data points are color-coded for the observing
wavelengths, and we include the 2.2 µm thin-ring radii of all the
KI-observed sample from Kishimoto et al. (2011). As we can
see, the ratio of half-light radius to Rin becomes smaller with
increasing UV luminosity. This implies that, for a given radial
temperature distribution, the higher luminosity objects have a
steeper radial density structure, at least in the mid-IR emitting
radii, as we discuss in greater detail below. We also plot power-
law fits to the R1/2/Rin at 8.5 and 13 µm in Fig. 7.

We can also analyze the luminosity dependence of
unnormalized R1/2 in a physical scale. Figure 8 shows the half-
light radius R1/2 in pc plotted against the same UV luminosity.
In the physical scale, the radius in the mid-IR increases with lu-
minosity much slower than L1/2. Power-law fits to R1/2 in pc at
8.5 and 13 µm as a function of luminosities are

R1/2 (8.5 µm) = (1.2 ± 0.2)
(
6νLν(5500 Å)

1046 erg/s

)0.21±0.05

pc, (4)

and

R1/2 (13 µm) = (1.3 ± 0.3)
(
6νLν(5500 Å)

1046 erg/s

)0.01±0.07

pc, (5)

where we see that R1/2 at 13 µm is consistent with being
constant.

These results are contrary to those of previous studies of the
mid-IR size as a function of luminosity by Tristram et al. (2009)
and Tristram & Schartmann (2011), who concluded that the mid-
IR size is consistent with being proportional to L1/2. They used
a single Gaussian for the size estimation, and this can lead to a
large systematic error owing to the baseline dependency. When
the radial brightness distribution has a relatively shallow power-
law form, a Gaussian size would represent the emission size that
is resolved by a given interferometer configuration, leading to
the strong dependence on the sampled uv points. Thus, in this
case, the simple Gaussian size is quite inadequate for represent-
ing the emission size for the whole distribution. Here we account
for the effect of the uv sampling more properly, based on the in-
ference that the brightness distribution is of roughly a power-law
form. This enables us to perform a more accurate, uniform com-
parison over the sample, as shown in Fig. 8. To gain a greater
accuracy and model-independency, we can always return to the
uniform view of the visibility curves over the sample shown
in Fig. 3.

The half-light radius in units of Rin has a quite close relation-
ship with the mid-IR spectral shape. Figure 9 shows R1/2/Rin
plotted against spectral index a in fν ∝ νa in the mid-IR. The
shape becomes bluer when the size is smaller. In terms of the

Fig. 7. Normalized half-light radii R1/2/Rin (red and green for 13 and
8.5 µm, respectively), plotted against UV luminosity L, defined as
6 νLν(5500 Å) (Kishimoto et al. 2007). The red and green dotted lines
are power-law fits to R1/2/Rin at 13 µm and 8.5 µm, respectively. The
normalized radii become more compact in the objects having the central
engine with a higher UV luminosity. Also shown in purple are thin-ring
radii at 2.2 µm normalized by Rin for the sample observed with the KI
(Kishimoto et al. 2011), including two overlapping objects. The gray
dotted horizontal line indicates radius = Rin.

radial structure, this is what we would expect, as the steeper ra-
dial structure looks bluer as the contribution from hotter dust
becomes more dominant. We elaborate on this point later using
simple models.

We can also calculate an average surface brightness in the
rest frame using R1/2 as (νLν/4π)/(πR2

1/2), which is equivalent
to νobs fνobs (1 + z)4/(πθ21/2) where θ1/2 is the angular size of R1/2.
Figure 10 shows this as a function of rest-frame wavelengths.
This can be directly compared with the Planck function as shown
in the same figure, where the comparison gives the brightness
temperature1 at a given wavelength. In the near-IR, all the ob-
jects show the brightness temperature ∼1400−1000 K, while in
the mid-IR the brightness temperature ranges from ∼1000 K
to ∼200 K. In the near-IR, the brightness temperature is quite
close to the observed color temperature of ∼1400 K, meaning
that the average surface filling factor at the innermost dusty re-
gion must be close to unity. Figure 11 shows the surface bright-
ness as a function of UV luminosity, and the corresponding
brightness temperatures at 2.2 and 13 µm are shown in the sec-
ond and third y-axis, respectively. We can again clearly see the
luminosity dependence.

The close relationship between R1/2/Rin and the mid-IR
spectral index (Fig. 9) and the relationship between R1/2/Rin and
UV luminosity (Fig. 7) implies that there should also be a corre-
lation between the mid-IR spectral index and luminosity. In fact,
the luminosity dependence of the radial dust distribution was al-
ready inferred by Hönig et al. (2010), based on the IR spectral
comparison between Seyfert galaxies and high-luminosity type 2
QSOs. Here we directly show the distribution change by spa-
tially resolving it.

1 Here the brightness temperature is defined without requiring the in-
tensity to be in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit.
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and the power-law visibility curve becomes very close to that
of a Gaussian/ring (Fig. 5). A more detailed estimation of R1/2
would require knowledge of the shape of the innermost dust dis-
tribution, which is not yet well constrained. Thus, we simply
adopt here the thin-ring approximation for the near-IR data. We
would infer that the other four targets, for which no KI data are
available, probably have near-IR ring radii of ∼1−2 Rin based on
the KI-observed sample of type 1 AGNs (see Fig. 7; Kishimoto
et al. 2011). From the mid-IR to the near-IR, the normalized
emission size would then become certainly smaller with wave-
length, very roughly following some power law for each object,
but with different indices for different objects.

As we demonstrated in Fig. 3, the mid-IR emission size
seems to have a luminosity dependence. This is now quantita-
tively shown in Fig. 7, where R1/2/Rin is plotted against UV lu-
minosity L. The data points are color-coded for the observing
wavelengths, and we include the 2.2 µm thin-ring radii of all the
KI-observed sample from Kishimoto et al. (2011). As we can
see, the ratio of half-light radius to Rin becomes smaller with
increasing UV luminosity. This implies that, for a given radial
temperature distribution, the higher luminosity objects have a
steeper radial density structure, at least in the mid-IR emitting
radii, as we discuss in greater detail below. We also plot power-
law fits to the R1/2/Rin at 8.5 and 13 µm in Fig. 7.

We can also analyze the luminosity dependence of
unnormalized R1/2 in a physical scale. Figure 8 shows the half-
light radius R1/2 in pc plotted against the same UV luminosity.
In the physical scale, the radius in the mid-IR increases with lu-
minosity much slower than L1/2. Power-law fits to R1/2 in pc at
8.5 and 13 µm as a function of luminosities are

R1/2 (8.5 µm) = (1.2 ± 0.2)
(
6νLν(5500 Å)

1046 erg/s

)0.21±0.05

pc, (4)

and

R1/2 (13 µm) = (1.3 ± 0.3)
(
6νLν(5500 Å)

1046 erg/s

)0.01±0.07

pc, (5)

where we see that R1/2 at 13 µm is consistent with being
constant.

These results are contrary to those of previous studies of the
mid-IR size as a function of luminosity by Tristram et al. (2009)
and Tristram & Schartmann (2011), who concluded that the mid-
IR size is consistent with being proportional to L1/2. They used
a single Gaussian for the size estimation, and this can lead to a
large systematic error owing to the baseline dependency. When
the radial brightness distribution has a relatively shallow power-
law form, a Gaussian size would represent the emission size that
is resolved by a given interferometer configuration, leading to
the strong dependence on the sampled uv points. Thus, in this
case, the simple Gaussian size is quite inadequate for represent-
ing the emission size for the whole distribution. Here we account
for the effect of the uv sampling more properly, based on the in-
ference that the brightness distribution is of roughly a power-law
form. This enables us to perform a more accurate, uniform com-
parison over the sample, as shown in Fig. 8. To gain a greater
accuracy and model-independency, we can always return to the
uniform view of the visibility curves over the sample shown
in Fig. 3.

The half-light radius in units of Rin has a quite close relation-
ship with the mid-IR spectral shape. Figure 9 shows R1/2/Rin
plotted against spectral index a in fν ∝ νa in the mid-IR. The
shape becomes bluer when the size is smaller. In terms of the

Fig. 7. Normalized half-light radii R1/2/Rin (red and green for 13 and
8.5 µm, respectively), plotted against UV luminosity L, defined as
6 νLν(5500 Å) (Kishimoto et al. 2007). The red and green dotted lines
are power-law fits to R1/2/Rin at 13 µm and 8.5 µm, respectively. The
normalized radii become more compact in the objects having the central
engine with a higher UV luminosity. Also shown in purple are thin-ring
radii at 2.2 µm normalized by Rin for the sample observed with the KI
(Kishimoto et al. 2011), including two overlapping objects. The gray
dotted horizontal line indicates radius = Rin.

radial structure, this is what we would expect, as the steeper ra-
dial structure looks bluer as the contribution from hotter dust
becomes more dominant. We elaborate on this point later using
simple models.

We can also calculate an average surface brightness in the
rest frame using R1/2 as (νLν/4π)/(πR2

1/2), which is equivalent
to νobs fνobs (1 + z)4/(πθ21/2) where θ1/2 is the angular size of R1/2.
Figure 10 shows this as a function of rest-frame wavelengths.
This can be directly compared with the Planck function as shown
in the same figure, where the comparison gives the brightness
temperature1 at a given wavelength. In the near-IR, all the ob-
jects show the brightness temperature ∼1400−1000 K, while in
the mid-IR the brightness temperature ranges from ∼1000 K
to ∼200 K. In the near-IR, the brightness temperature is quite
close to the observed color temperature of ∼1400 K, meaning
that the average surface filling factor at the innermost dusty re-
gion must be close to unity. Figure 11 shows the surface bright-
ness as a function of UV luminosity, and the corresponding
brightness temperatures at 2.2 and 13 µm are shown in the sec-
ond and third y-axis, respectively. We can again clearly see the
luminosity dependence.

The close relationship between R1/2/Rin and the mid-IR
spectral index (Fig. 9) and the relationship between R1/2/Rin and
UV luminosity (Fig. 7) implies that there should also be a corre-
lation between the mid-IR spectral index and luminosity. In fact,
the luminosity dependence of the radial dust distribution was al-
ready inferred by Hönig et al. (2010), based on the IR spectral
comparison between Seyfert galaxies and high-luminosity type 2
QSOs. Here we directly show the distribution change by spa-
tially resolving it.

1 Here the brightness temperature is defined without requiring the in-
tensity to be in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit.
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rBarvainis (T=400K)

rin (empirical)

Fig. 35. Half-light radius as a function of mid-
IR luminosity; blue stars/red diamonds denote
type 1/2 AGNs; the error bar for NGC 4151 is
not a statistical error but shows the range for
r1/2 from the upper limit (from single-dish ob-
servation) and lower limit from our modeling.
The magenta and red lines show the innermost
radius as derived empirically (Eq. 10) and the
outermost radius for 300 K warm dust as given
by the Barvainis formula. The half-light radii at
12 µm show a large scatter, but are about 20
times larger than at 2 µm. They are almost al-
ways a factor of three smaller than the Barvainis
radius. The statistical errors of the MIDI size
measurements are smaller than the symbols and
therefore not shown. This plot makes use of the
bolometric correction factors described in the
text.
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mid−IR interferometry (type 1 AGNs)
mid−IR interferometry (type 2 AGNs)

near−IR interferometry (Swain, Kishimoto, Pott, Weigelt)

near−IR reverberation mapping data + fit (Suganuma)

Fig. 36. (Half-light) radius at various pass-
bands, probing the structure of the torus,
as a function of bolometric luminosity. The
blue and red circles are our own size esti-
mates from MIDI observations of type 1 and
type 2 sources respectively. The green stars are
the near-infrared interferometry observations
and derived ring-fit radii (Swain et al. 2003;
Kishimoto et al. 2011a; Weigelt et al. 2012).
The yellow plus symbols are the UV/optical-
near-infrared reverberation mapping radii from
Suganuma et al. (2006) and references therein;
the yellow line is a fit to these data. The scat-
ter in the mid-infrared sizes is significantly
larger than in the near-infrared. The error bar
for NGC 4151 is not a statistical error but de-
notes the range for r1/2 from the upper limit
(from single-dish observation) and lower limit
from our modeling. The statistical errors of the
MIDI size measurements are smaller than the
symbols and therefore not shown.

even for an uncorrelated set of points simply because more lumi-
nous objects are also more distant. This is most clearly seen for
the upper limits of Fig. 34 that turn into a narrow “correlation”
in Fig. 35. We therefore first investigate the size-luminosity plot
in observed units (Fig. 34). For the resolved sources (denoted
with stars and diamonds), we find a correlation between r1/2 and
flux that is roughly compatible with

p
F. The two colored lines

show the expected scaling of source size with flux using the nor-
malizations from the bright sources: many of the faint sources
show sizes that are compatible with the half-light radii of the
scaled versions of the Circinus galaxy and NGC 1068 (albeit all
the di↵erences in the detailed characteristics, see above). It is
also immediately obvious that the relation is dominated by large
scatter, especially if also taking the limits into account.

In physical units, we find from the size-luminosity plot
(Fig. 35) that the half-light radii of the resolved sources are
about 20 times larger at 12 µm than at 2 µm, but almost always
three times smaller than the radius rBarvainis expected for an op-
tically thin medium (Figs. 35, 36). Either there is significant ab-
sorption, even at mid-IR wavelengths, limiting the extent of the
mid-IR emission or there is just no AGN-heated dust at larger

scales. The very compact upper limits, on the other hand, show
that there is significant amount of mid-IR emitting material on
scales as compact as ⇡4 ⇥ rin.

It is also evident from this plot that there is essentially no
di↵erence in size between type 1 and type 2 sources, contrary
to the expectation from clumpy torus models that tori of type 2
sources appear on average about a factor of 2.5 more extended
than those of type 1 sources, albeit with large scatter (Tristram &
Schartmann 2011). This is in agreement with the fact that both
type 1 and type 2 tori follow the same mid-IR – X-ray relation
(Horst et al. 2008; Gandhi et al. 2009).

In order to explore the scatter in the mid-IR, we compile all
nuclear size measurements of AGN tori from UV/optical – near-
infrared reverberation mapping (Suganuma et al. 2006, and ref-
erences therein), near-infrared interferometry (Kishimoto et al.
2011a; Weigelt et al. 2012) and our own mid-IR size estima-
tions using MIDI data (Fig. 36). For the mid-IR we use the bolo-
metric corrections described at the beginning of this section, for
the near-infrared data we use the conversion from Kishimoto
et al. (2007), that is based on Elvis et al. (1994). In this plot,
color now denotes observing wavelength and technique; the
MIDI points are displayed as red crosses, near-IR interferometry
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directly estimated from the bootstrap distribution of the respec-
tive parameter and mark the 68.3% (1σ) confidence intervals.

Our model can fit the data on the shortest baselines very
well, which means that it reproduces the low spatial frequen-
cies of the source adequately. On longer baselines, however, the
data is not well reproduced by our model. This is predominantly
due to small scale variations of the correlated fluxes and differ-
ential phases at longer baselines (cf. Fig. 4), which cannot be
reproduced by our smooth model. We interpret these variations
as signatures for small scale structures that our model obviously
cannot replicate.

Finally, a few remarks on degeneracies: several parameters
of our model are not independent. The clearest example is the
degeneracy between the temperature Ti and the surface filling
factor fi. Because we are fitting a narrow wavelength range
(8 µm < λ < 13 µm), the temperatures of our dust components
are not well constrained. A small change in temperature has a
direct influence on the brightness of the source, which can be
compensated by changing the surface filling factor. Similar de-
generacies are present between the size and the axis ratio of the
source, which all change the emitted flux density. Depending on
how well these parameters are constrained by the interferometric
measurements, these parameters can become degenerate.

5. Discussion

5.1. Morphology

The direct analysis of the data (Sect. 3) and our modelling
(Sect. 4) confirm that the mid-infrared emission in the nucleus
of the Circinus galaxy comes from at least two distinct compo-
nents: a highly elongated, compact “disk-like” component and
a moderately elongated, extended component. To some degree,
the distinction between the two components is suggested by the
two different regimes of the correlated fluxes as a function of
the projected baseline length (see Sect. 3.1). Primarily, how-
ever, the distinction is suggested by the different orientations of
the two components: the two components are elongated roughly
perpendicular to one another. Two clearly separated emission
components have also been found in NGC 1068 and NGC 3783
(Raban et al. 2009; Hönig et al. 2013), and a two-component
morphology in the infrared appears to be common to a large
number of AGN (Kishimoto et al. 2011b; Burtscher et al. 2013).

We interpret the mid-infrared emission as emission from
warm dust in the context of the hydrodynamic models of dusty
tori in AGN by Schartmann et al. (2009), Wada et al. (2009) and
Wada (2012). These models find a relatively cold, geometrically
thin and very turbulent disk in the mid-plane of the torus, sur-
rounded by a filamentary structure. The latter consists of long
radial filaments with a hot tenuous medium in between. We as-
sociate the central, highly elongated component in the Circinus
nucleus with the dense disk in these simulations, and we inter-
pret the extended mid-infrared emission in the context of the fil-
amentary torus structure seen in these models.

A false-colour image of our best fitting model (fit 3) is
shown in Fig. 7, with the model images at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm mapped to the red, green and blue channels of the
image, respectively.

When interpreting our observations, we have to take into ac-
count that the emission is dominated by the warmest dust at a
certain location, which normally comes from the dust clouds di-
rectly illuminated by the central UV source. There are probably
also considerable amounts of cooler dust. However, the cooler
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Fig. 7. False-colour image of the three-component model for the mid-
infrared emission of the nucleus of the Circinus galaxy (fit 3). The
colours red, green and blue correspond to the model at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm, respectively. The colour scaling is logarithmic in order to
show both bright and faint features. Clearly the colour gradient of the
extended component due to the increase in the silicate depth towards
the south-east is visible. This colour gradient leads to a chromatic pho-
tocentre shift towards the north-west. Despite the lower surface bright-
ness, 80% of the emission comes from the extended component. Also
plotted is the trace of the water maser disk: the blue and red parts trace
the approaching and receding sides of the maser disk respectively. Note
that the relative offset of the mid-infrared emission with respect to the
maser disk is not known (see text for details).

material only contributes insignificantly to the infrared emission
(see also Sect. 5.3).

5.1.1. The disk-like component

The disk-like component is highly elongated and has a major
axis FWHM of ∆2 ∼ 1.1 pc. Due to the strong position angle
dependency of the correlated fluxes for the longest baselines,
the position angle of the major axis is very well constrained:
ψ2 = 46 ± 3°. The strong elongation of this component with an
axis ratio of more than 6 : 1 at first suggests an interpretation
as a highly inclined disk, as in Tristram et al. (2007). This in-
terpretation is supported by the close agreement in orientation
and size of this component with the warped maser disk from
Greenhill et al. (2003). The masers were modelled by a thin disk
extending from rin ∼ 0.1 pc to rout ∼ 0.4 pc. The maser disk is
warped with the position angle changing from 29° ± 3° at rin
to 56° ± 6° at rout. With a position angle of ψ2 ∼ 46°, our disk-
like component now matches this orientation much better than
previously. The larger size of the mid-infrared disk as compared
to the maser disk could be evidence of the disk extending out
to larger radii than is probed by the maser emission. We em-
phasise that the agreement is only in orientation and size, not in
the absolute position. With MIDI alone, no absolute astrometry
is possible because the absolute phase signal is destroyed by the
atmosphere (see Sect. 2.2). By consequence, the relative position
between the maser disk and our disk-like component cannot be
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ments of other calibration stars throughout the night
showed flux calibration variations of less than 5% at 10.8
lm and less than 10% at 18.2 lm. Absolute calibration of !
Gem was achieved using a spectral irradiance model by
Cohen et al. (1995) adjusted for filter and atmospheric
transmission. The calibration value and FWHM were also
color-corrected to account for the different spectral slope of
! Gem versus NGC 4151, as observed within our N and
IHW18 filters. The measured color-corrected FWHM of !
Gem was 0>53 at 10.8 lm and 0>58 at 18.2 lm based on a
60 s chopped integration. Short integrations of ! Gem were
sufficient for comparison to NGC 4151 due to the stability
of the OSCIR/Gemini PSF. Observations of several stan-
dard stars, including ! Gem, l UMa, and " Aql, showed
variations in the FWHM of less than 6% throughout the
night. Finally, observations of NGC 4151 showed no
change in structure when divided into increments of time
equal to that of the PSF (60 s).

OSCIR was mounted on the telescope with the Gemini
instrument rotator oriented such that north was up and east
was left on the detector array. In postprocessing, images of
the PSF star ! Gem were ‘‘ unrotated ’’ !17=4 and !22=9 at
10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively, to match the position angle
of the Gemini North telescope pupil, as projected on the
detector array when NGC 4151 was observed. This is neces-
sary to correctly account for the rotation of the telescope
pupil with respect to OSCIR (during an observation or
when changing pointing) due to the alt-az mount of the
Gemini North telescope. In addition, PSF images were rota-
tionally ‘‘ smeared ’’ to account for the slight rotation of the
pupil (d4") during the exposure times of NGC 4151.

Flux density maps were created by convolving images at
10.8 lm with the 18.2 lm PSF and vice versa to attain the
same resolution at both wavelengths. Color temperature
and emission optical depth maps were calculated based on
the ratio of these images. Since no astrometric calibration
was performed because of the limited field of view of
OSCIR, the peak flux of the convolved 10.8 lm image was
aligned to coincide with peak flux of the convolved 18.2 lm
image. Temperature and emission optical depth were then
calculated using the optically thin approximation
F# ¼ !$B#ðTÞ, where F# is the observed flux density at fre-
quency #, ! is the solid angle of each pixel, $ is the emission
optical depth, and B#ðTÞ is the Planck function evaluated at
frequency # and temperatureT. The structure of the temper-
ature map was highly dependent on the alignment of the
two convolved images. In order to determine the errors due
to alignment, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed by
shifting the two convolved images with respect to each other
up to 0>1 in all directions. Temperature values were most
stable in the core varying &5 K, with variations of &15 K
farther out. The frequency dependence of dust grain emis-
sion efficiency in the mid-IR was approximated as
QðvÞ / v1. A steeper power-law dependence, such as
QðvÞ / v2, would decrease the calculated temperatures
'15% and correspondingly increases the emission optical
depth by a factor of'3.4.

3. RESULTS

NGC 4151 shows extended emission '3>5 across, ori-
ented in an approximately east-west direction. Perpendicu-
lar to the extended emission (roughly north-south), the
galaxy remains unresolved based our limiting resolution of

'0>53–0>58 at 10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively. Figure 1
shows our N-band image of the central '400 pc ('600) of
NGC 4151. Subtraction of the unresolved (PSF) component
scaled to 100% of the peak results in a hole at the center of
the residual emission. Since this may represent an oversub-
traction of the unresolved component, we also show the
residuals after subtraction of the PSF scaled to 90%, 80%,
and 70% of the peak of NGC 4151. Figure 2 shows a similar
comparison at 18.2 lm. Both figures clearly show extended
mid-IR emission on a much larger scale than previously
measured.

Fig. 1.—N-band images of the central'600 of NGC 4151. All images are
smoothed with a '0>25 Gaussian filter to enhance low-level emission and
scaled logarithmically. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.84, with the
lowest contour representing the 3 % level of the smoothed data (0.086 mJy).
The next image shows the PSF star ! Gem scaled to the same level as NGC
4151 for comparison. The next four images show the residuals of NGC
4151 after subtraction of the PSF (unresolved component) scaled to 100%,
90%, 80%, and 70% of the peak height. In the 80% image, dashed lines
delineate the edges of the ionization region, as observed by Evans et al.
(1993), while the solid line represents the radio jet axis.With the peak scaled
to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%), the unresolved component repre-
sents'73% of the total emission detected at 10 lm.

Fig. 2.—Shows IHW18 (18 lm) images of the central '600 of NGC 4151
in the same format as Fig. 1. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.65,
with the lowest contour representing the 3 % level of the smoothed data
(0.46 mJy). With the peak scaled to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%),
the unresolved component represents '73% of the total emission detected
at 18 lm.
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ments of other calibration stars throughout the night
showed flux calibration variations of less than 5% at 10.8
lm and less than 10% at 18.2 lm. Absolute calibration of !
Gem was achieved using a spectral irradiance model by
Cohen et al. (1995) adjusted for filter and atmospheric
transmission. The calibration value and FWHM were also
color-corrected to account for the different spectral slope of
! Gem versus NGC 4151, as observed within our N and
IHW18 filters. The measured color-corrected FWHM of !
Gem was 0>53 at 10.8 lm and 0>58 at 18.2 lm based on a
60 s chopped integration. Short integrations of ! Gem were
sufficient for comparison to NGC 4151 due to the stability
of the OSCIR/Gemini PSF. Observations of several stan-
dard stars, including ! Gem, l UMa, and " Aql, showed
variations in the FWHM of less than 6% throughout the
night. Finally, observations of NGC 4151 showed no
change in structure when divided into increments of time
equal to that of the PSF (60 s).

OSCIR was mounted on the telescope with the Gemini
instrument rotator oriented such that north was up and east
was left on the detector array. In postprocessing, images of
the PSF star ! Gem were ‘‘ unrotated ’’ !17=4 and !22=9 at
10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively, to match the position angle
of the Gemini North telescope pupil, as projected on the
detector array when NGC 4151 was observed. This is neces-
sary to correctly account for the rotation of the telescope
pupil with respect to OSCIR (during an observation or
when changing pointing) due to the alt-az mount of the
Gemini North telescope. In addition, PSF images were rota-
tionally ‘‘ smeared ’’ to account for the slight rotation of the
pupil (d4") during the exposure times of NGC 4151.

Flux density maps were created by convolving images at
10.8 lm with the 18.2 lm PSF and vice versa to attain the
same resolution at both wavelengths. Color temperature
and emission optical depth maps were calculated based on
the ratio of these images. Since no astrometric calibration
was performed because of the limited field of view of
OSCIR, the peak flux of the convolved 10.8 lm image was
aligned to coincide with peak flux of the convolved 18.2 lm
image. Temperature and emission optical depth were then
calculated using the optically thin approximation
F# ¼ !$B#ðTÞ, where F# is the observed flux density at fre-
quency #, ! is the solid angle of each pixel, $ is the emission
optical depth, and B#ðTÞ is the Planck function evaluated at
frequency # and temperatureT. The structure of the temper-
ature map was highly dependent on the alignment of the
two convolved images. In order to determine the errors due
to alignment, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed by
shifting the two convolved images with respect to each other
up to 0>1 in all directions. Temperature values were most
stable in the core varying &5 K, with variations of &15 K
farther out. The frequency dependence of dust grain emis-
sion efficiency in the mid-IR was approximated as
QðvÞ / v1. A steeper power-law dependence, such as
QðvÞ / v2, would decrease the calculated temperatures
'15% and correspondingly increases the emission optical
depth by a factor of'3.4.

3. RESULTS

NGC 4151 shows extended emission '3>5 across, ori-
ented in an approximately east-west direction. Perpendicu-
lar to the extended emission (roughly north-south), the
galaxy remains unresolved based our limiting resolution of

'0>53–0>58 at 10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively. Figure 1
shows our N-band image of the central '400 pc ('600) of
NGC 4151. Subtraction of the unresolved (PSF) component
scaled to 100% of the peak results in a hole at the center of
the residual emission. Since this may represent an oversub-
traction of the unresolved component, we also show the
residuals after subtraction of the PSF scaled to 90%, 80%,
and 70% of the peak of NGC 4151. Figure 2 shows a similar
comparison at 18.2 lm. Both figures clearly show extended
mid-IR emission on a much larger scale than previously
measured.

Fig. 1.—N-band images of the central'600 of NGC 4151. All images are
smoothed with a '0>25 Gaussian filter to enhance low-level emission and
scaled logarithmically. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.84, with the
lowest contour representing the 3 % level of the smoothed data (0.086 mJy).
The next image shows the PSF star ! Gem scaled to the same level as NGC
4151 for comparison. The next four images show the residuals of NGC
4151 after subtraction of the PSF (unresolved component) scaled to 100%,
90%, 80%, and 70% of the peak height. In the 80% image, dashed lines
delineate the edges of the ionization region, as observed by Evans et al.
(1993), while the solid line represents the radio jet axis.With the peak scaled
to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%), the unresolved component repre-
sents'73% of the total emission detected at 10 lm.

Fig. 2.—Shows IHW18 (18 lm) images of the central '600 of NGC 4151
in the same format as Fig. 1. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.65,
with the lowest contour representing the 3 % level of the smoothed data
(0.46 mJy). With the peak scaled to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%),
the unresolved component represents '73% of the total emission detected
at 18 lm.
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The extent and position angle (!60") of the extended
emission is coincident with the NLR, as observed by Evans
et al. (1993) and Kaiser et al. (2000), using HST. This NLR
was resolved at [O iii] !5007 into a number of emission-line
clouds distributed in a biconical structure oriented along a
P:A: ¼ 60" $ 5", with an opening angle of 75" $ 10" (Evans
et al. 1993). NGC 4151 also contains a radio jet (Johnston et
al. 1982; Pedlar et al. 1993; Mundell et al. 1995), which
extends along a slightly different PA (!77") than the [O iii]
emission. Figure 3 shows our mid-IR images overlaid on the
[O iii] and radio maps in the central!600. The extended mid-
IR emission strongly coincides with the [O iii] emission out
to a distance of!100 pc from the nucleus on either side.

As previously mentioned, north-south scans by N90
measure the 11.2 lm emitting region to be 0>16$ 0>04 or
!10 pc. We see no extended emission in this direction and
can only place an upper limit on the mid-IR size of d35 pc
based on our resolution limit of !0>53–0>58. Scaling the
PSF to 100% of the peak of NGC 4151 results in an upper
limit of the unresolved component of %73% of the total
emission at 10.8 and 18.2 lm and a lower limit to the
extended component of &27%. Table 1 shows our mid-IR
flux density measurements.

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the conclusion from N90 that a nonthermal
self-absorbed synchrotron source would be less than 1 mas
and hence unresolvable, our results are consistent with a
thermal origin of the extended mid-IR emission. The rera-
diation by dust grains heated by either stars or an AGN
may result in this extended thermal mid-IR emission. How-
ever, processes such as fine-structure emission lines may also
produce extended mid-IR emission. Several mid-IR fine
structure lines were observed by Sturm et al. (1999) using
ISO. Four of these emission lines fall within our broadband
N and IHW18 filters and may contribute to this mid-IR
emission. These emission lines are the 8.99 lm [Ar iii], 10.51
lm [S iv], 12.81 lm [Ne ii], and 18.71 lm [S iii]. However,
based on flux measurements from Sturm et al. (1999), these
emission lines contribute less than 10% of the extended
emission that we observe at 10.8 and 18.2 lm.

Several mechanisms can contribute to thermal dust emis-
sion in the mid-IR. These include shock heating, in situ star
formation, dust in the NLR heated by the central engine,
and a dusty torus. Each is considered below in the context
of the mid-IR emission that we detect in NGC 4151.

4.1. Dust Heated in Shocks

Shock heating of dust grains caused by the radio jet may
contribute to mid-IR emission in NGC 4151. Mid-IR emis-
sion from shocks may be produced by either direct collisions
between the plasma and dust particles (Draine 1981) or
absorption of UV radiation produced by the postshock
cooling plasma (Dopita & Sutherland 1996). However,
radial velocity measurements of Kaiser et al. (2000) show no
correspondence between velocity or velocity dispersion and
the positions of the radio knots of NGC 4151. Models by
Crenshaw et al. (2000) also do not require strong shocks to
explain the kinematics of the NLR. Shocks may still con-
tribute to the NLR, as suggested by Contini, Viegas, &
Prieto (2002), but are not considered to be a major source of
ionization. Recent [Fe ii] observations by Turner et al.
(2002) also support this concept. Thus, shock heating,
although not ruled out, is not considered as a major source
of the mid-IR emission that we observe.

4.2. Star Formation

Mid-IR emission has been observed to arise from star for-
mation in the central regions of many galaxies (e.g., Telesco
1988). The mid-IR provides an excellent trace of H ii star-
forming regions whose emission peaks at far-IR wave-
lengths (50–200 lm). Observations by Engargiola et al.
(1988) at 155 lm show extended emission (>4800), primarily
in an east-west direction. ISO far-IR observations by RE96
measure this emission as a cold dust component (36 K),

Fig. 3.—Contours represent the extended emission at N and IHW18
after PSF subtraction (with PSF scaled to 80% of the peak). Images (a) and
(b) show the extendedN and IHW18 emission, respectively, overlaid on the
HST [O iii] ionization region, as observed byKaiser et al. (2000). Images (c)
and (d ) show the same N and IHW18 emission overlaid on the radio jet, as
observed at 18 cm by Pedlar et al. (1998). In all images, the peak emission in
the radio and [O iii] are aligned to correspond with the peak in the mid-IR
region.

TABLE 1

NGC 4151 Flux Density Measurements

Description Filter Aperture FluxDensity

Total ........................... NBand 4>5 1874$ 52 a

Unresolved (%73%)..... b %1368$ 38
Extended (&27%)........ b &506$ 14

LongWavelength

Total ........................... IHW18 4>5 4386$ 241a

Unresolved (%73%)..... b %3202$ 176
Extended (&27%)........ b &1184$ 65

a All flux densities are color-corrected and in units of mllijanksy.
Errors in flux density are dominated by uncertainty in calibration ($2.5%
at theN band and$5% at IHW18) but also include a small statistical error
based on the aperture size.

b Flux density measurements were performed by scaling the PSF star "
Gem to 100% of the peak of NGC 4151 and subtracting off to find the con-
tribution from the resolved and unresolved component.
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ments of other calibration stars throughout the night
showed flux calibration variations of less than 5% at 10.8
lm and less than 10% at 18.2 lm. Absolute calibration of !
Gem was achieved using a spectral irradiance model by
Cohen et al. (1995) adjusted for filter and atmospheric
transmission. The calibration value and FWHM were also
color-corrected to account for the different spectral slope of
! Gem versus NGC 4151, as observed within our N and
IHW18 filters. The measured color-corrected FWHM of !
Gem was 0>53 at 10.8 lm and 0>58 at 18.2 lm based on a
60 s chopped integration. Short integrations of ! Gem were
sufficient for comparison to NGC 4151 due to the stability
of the OSCIR/Gemini PSF. Observations of several stan-
dard stars, including ! Gem, l UMa, and " Aql, showed
variations in the FWHM of less than 6% throughout the
night. Finally, observations of NGC 4151 showed no
change in structure when divided into increments of time
equal to that of the PSF (60 s).

OSCIR was mounted on the telescope with the Gemini
instrument rotator oriented such that north was up and east
was left on the detector array. In postprocessing, images of
the PSF star ! Gem were ‘‘ unrotated ’’ !17=4 and !22=9 at
10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively, to match the position angle
of the Gemini North telescope pupil, as projected on the
detector array when NGC 4151 was observed. This is neces-
sary to correctly account for the rotation of the telescope
pupil with respect to OSCIR (during an observation or
when changing pointing) due to the alt-az mount of the
Gemini North telescope. In addition, PSF images were rota-
tionally ‘‘ smeared ’’ to account for the slight rotation of the
pupil (d4") during the exposure times of NGC 4151.

Flux density maps were created by convolving images at
10.8 lm with the 18.2 lm PSF and vice versa to attain the
same resolution at both wavelengths. Color temperature
and emission optical depth maps were calculated based on
the ratio of these images. Since no astrometric calibration
was performed because of the limited field of view of
OSCIR, the peak flux of the convolved 10.8 lm image was
aligned to coincide with peak flux of the convolved 18.2 lm
image. Temperature and emission optical depth were then
calculated using the optically thin approximation
F# ¼ !$B#ðTÞ, where F# is the observed flux density at fre-
quency #, ! is the solid angle of each pixel, $ is the emission
optical depth, and B#ðTÞ is the Planck function evaluated at
frequency # and temperatureT. The structure of the temper-
ature map was highly dependent on the alignment of the
two convolved images. In order to determine the errors due
to alignment, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed by
shifting the two convolved images with respect to each other
up to 0>1 in all directions. Temperature values were most
stable in the core varying &5 K, with variations of &15 K
farther out. The frequency dependence of dust grain emis-
sion efficiency in the mid-IR was approximated as
QðvÞ / v1. A steeper power-law dependence, such as
QðvÞ / v2, would decrease the calculated temperatures
'15% and correspondingly increases the emission optical
depth by a factor of'3.4.

3. RESULTS

NGC 4151 shows extended emission '3>5 across, ori-
ented in an approximately east-west direction. Perpendicu-
lar to the extended emission (roughly north-south), the
galaxy remains unresolved based our limiting resolution of

'0>53–0>58 at 10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively. Figure 1
shows our N-band image of the central '400 pc ('600) of
NGC 4151. Subtraction of the unresolved (PSF) component
scaled to 100% of the peak results in a hole at the center of
the residual emission. Since this may represent an oversub-
traction of the unresolved component, we also show the
residuals after subtraction of the PSF scaled to 90%, 80%,
and 70% of the peak of NGC 4151. Figure 2 shows a similar
comparison at 18.2 lm. Both figures clearly show extended
mid-IR emission on a much larger scale than previously
measured.

Fig. 1.—N-band images of the central'600 of NGC 4151. All images are
smoothed with a '0>25 Gaussian filter to enhance low-level emission and
scaled logarithmically. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.84, with the
lowest contour representing the 3 % level of the smoothed data (0.086 mJy).
The next image shows the PSF star ! Gem scaled to the same level as NGC
4151 for comparison. The next four images show the residuals of NGC
4151 after subtraction of the PSF (unresolved component) scaled to 100%,
90%, 80%, and 70% of the peak height. In the 80% image, dashed lines
delineate the edges of the ionization region, as observed by Evans et al.
(1993), while the solid line represents the radio jet axis.With the peak scaled
to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%), the unresolved component repre-
sents'73% of the total emission detected at 10 lm.

Fig. 2.—Shows IHW18 (18 lm) images of the central '600 of NGC 4151
in the same format as Fig. 1. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.65,
with the lowest contour representing the 3 % level of the smoothed data
(0.46 mJy). With the peak scaled to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%),
the unresolved component represents '73% of the total emission detected
at 18 lm.
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directly estimated from the bootstrap distribution of the respec-
tive parameter and mark the 68.3% (1σ) confidence intervals.

Our model can fit the data on the shortest baselines very
well, which means that it reproduces the low spatial frequen-
cies of the source adequately. On longer baselines, however, the
data is not well reproduced by our model. This is predominantly
due to small scale variations of the correlated fluxes and differ-
ential phases at longer baselines (cf. Fig. 4), which cannot be
reproduced by our smooth model. We interpret these variations
as signatures for small scale structures that our model obviously
cannot replicate.

Finally, a few remarks on degeneracies: several parameters
of our model are not independent. The clearest example is the
degeneracy between the temperature Ti and the surface filling
factor fi. Because we are fitting a narrow wavelength range
(8 µm < λ < 13 µm), the temperatures of our dust components
are not well constrained. A small change in temperature has a
direct influence on the brightness of the source, which can be
compensated by changing the surface filling factor. Similar de-
generacies are present between the size and the axis ratio of the
source, which all change the emitted flux density. Depending on
how well these parameters are constrained by the interferometric
measurements, these parameters can become degenerate.

5. Discussion

5.1. Morphology

The direct analysis of the data (Sect. 3) and our modelling
(Sect. 4) confirm that the mid-infrared emission in the nucleus
of the Circinus galaxy comes from at least two distinct compo-
nents: a highly elongated, compact “disk-like” component and
a moderately elongated, extended component. To some degree,
the distinction between the two components is suggested by the
two different regimes of the correlated fluxes as a function of
the projected baseline length (see Sect. 3.1). Primarily, how-
ever, the distinction is suggested by the different orientations of
the two components: the two components are elongated roughly
perpendicular to one another. Two clearly separated emission
components have also been found in NGC 1068 and NGC 3783
(Raban et al. 2009; Hönig et al. 2013), and a two-component
morphology in the infrared appears to be common to a large
number of AGN (Kishimoto et al. 2011b; Burtscher et al. 2013).

We interpret the mid-infrared emission as emission from
warm dust in the context of the hydrodynamic models of dusty
tori in AGN by Schartmann et al. (2009), Wada et al. (2009) and
Wada (2012). These models find a relatively cold, geometrically
thin and very turbulent disk in the mid-plane of the torus, sur-
rounded by a filamentary structure. The latter consists of long
radial filaments with a hot tenuous medium in between. We as-
sociate the central, highly elongated component in the Circinus
nucleus with the dense disk in these simulations, and we inter-
pret the extended mid-infrared emission in the context of the fil-
amentary torus structure seen in these models.

A false-colour image of our best fitting model (fit 3) is
shown in Fig. 7, with the model images at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm mapped to the red, green and blue channels of the
image, respectively.

When interpreting our observations, we have to take into ac-
count that the emission is dominated by the warmest dust at a
certain location, which normally comes from the dust clouds di-
rectly illuminated by the central UV source. There are probably
also considerable amounts of cooler dust. However, the cooler
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Fig. 7. False-colour image of the three-component model for the mid-
infrared emission of the nucleus of the Circinus galaxy (fit 3). The
colours red, green and blue correspond to the model at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm, respectively. The colour scaling is logarithmic in order to
show both bright and faint features. Clearly the colour gradient of the
extended component due to the increase in the silicate depth towards
the south-east is visible. This colour gradient leads to a chromatic pho-
tocentre shift towards the north-west. Despite the lower surface bright-
ness, 80% of the emission comes from the extended component. Also
plotted is the trace of the water maser disk: the blue and red parts trace
the approaching and receding sides of the maser disk respectively. Note
that the relative offset of the mid-infrared emission with respect to the
maser disk is not known (see text for details).

material only contributes insignificantly to the infrared emission
(see also Sect. 5.3).

5.1.1. The disk-like component

The disk-like component is highly elongated and has a major
axis FWHM of ∆2 ∼ 1.1 pc. Due to the strong position angle
dependency of the correlated fluxes for the longest baselines,
the position angle of the major axis is very well constrained:
ψ2 = 46 ± 3°. The strong elongation of this component with an
axis ratio of more than 6 : 1 at first suggests an interpretation
as a highly inclined disk, as in Tristram et al. (2007). This in-
terpretation is supported by the close agreement in orientation
and size of this component with the warped maser disk from
Greenhill et al. (2003). The masers were modelled by a thin disk
extending from rin ∼ 0.1 pc to rout ∼ 0.4 pc. The maser disk is
warped with the position angle changing from 29° ± 3° at rin
to 56° ± 6° at rout. With a position angle of ψ2 ∼ 46°, our disk-
like component now matches this orientation much better than
previously. The larger size of the mid-infrared disk as compared
to the maser disk could be evidence of the disk extending out
to larger radii than is probed by the maser emission. We em-
phasise that the agreement is only in orientation and size, not in
the absolute position. With MIDI alone, no absolute astrometry
is possible because the absolute phase signal is destroyed by the
atmosphere (see Sect. 2.2). By consequence, the relative position
between the maser disk and our disk-like component cannot be
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The position of the dynamical center of the disk, its inner
(observed) radius, and peak rotation speed may be esti-
mated from the innermost red- and blueshifted masers, for
which we assume a common edge-on orbit. The peak
observed rotation speed, Vmax, is 260 km s!1 in an orbit at a
position angle of 29" with radius, rin, of 5:3# 0:1 mas
(0:11# 0:02 pc, including the uncertainty in distance). The
inferred disk center lies at 17.6 and 13.1 mas east and north
of the origin in the maps in Figures 2 and 3. Taking into
account only gravity and assuming circular motion, we infer
an enclosed mass, Mðr < rinÞ, of ð1:7# 0:3Þ & 106 M', or
mean mass density of ð3:2# 0:9Þ & 108 M' pc!3. We note
that because the disk does not display identifiable low-
velocity emission on the near side, it is difficult to estimate
inclination directly (cf. NGC 4258; Miyoshi et al. 1995).
Formally, the mass and density estimates depend on the
inclination and are lower limits. However, we argue that the

disk must be close to edge-on because the masers cluster
tightly around a sharply defined disk midline.

The orientation of the innermost orbit on the disk is close
to perpendicular to the flow axes of the known bipolar radio
lobes (Elmouttie et al. 1998) and wide-angle CO outflow
cone (Curran et al. 1999), the rotation axes of the H i galac-
tic disk (Freeman et al. 1977) and the circumnuclear CO
disk of radius 140–600 pc (Curran et al. 1998), and the prin-
cipal axis of the most prominent [O iii] filament in the ion-
ization cone, for which the position angle is (!50"

(Veilleux & Bland-Hawthorn 1997). However, the assumed
90" inclination of the disk at the inner radius is somewhat
offset from the 65" # 2" inclination of the galactic disk
(Freeman et al. 1977), the 78" # 1" inclination of the CO
disk (Curran et al. 1998), and the (65" inclination inferred
byWilson et al. (2000) for a 40 pc radius ring of H ii regions
centered on the central engine. Some of these alignments are

Fig. 3.—Superposition of maps for 1997 July and 1998 June. Color indicates velocity, as in Fig. 2. The black scale bar corresponds to 0.2 pc. The blue and
red curves indicate the limb or midline of the putative edge-on warped disk, where the orbital velocity is parallel to the line of sight. The red curve is a second-
order polynomial fitted to the midline. The blue curve is a reflection of the polynomial about the center of the disk. The good agreement between the reflected
curve and the blueshifted midline demonstrates how well the data fits an antisymmetric warp model. The lengths of the arcs indicate the range of radii over
which redshifted maser spots trace a smoothly declining rotation curve (see Fig. 4). The green line represents the innermost orbit, defined by the most highly
red- and blueshiftedmaser spots. The cross marks the estimated dynamical center of the disk.
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Table 6. X-ray properties of confirmed disc masers.

Name Distance NH Ref. log(LI
2−10) Ref. log(MBH) Disc size Ref. log(LH2O)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

NGC 1068 16 ≥100 Mat97 43.4 Til08 7.3 0.65–1.1 Til08 1.7

NGC 1194 53 10.6+3.6
−2.4 Gre08 42.6 Gre08 7.8 0.54–1.33 Kuo11 2.0

NGC 1386 12 20+5
−3 Fuk11 43.0 Til08 6.1 0.44–0.94 Til08 2.1

NGC 2273 26 15 ± 4 Awa09 42.2 Awa09 6.9 0.028–0.084 Ku011 0.9
UGC 3789 46 >10 this work 42.3 this work 7.0 0.084–0.30 Kuo11 2.6
NGC 2960 72 ≥10 Gre08 42.3 Gre08 7.1 0.13–0.37 Kuo11 2.7

NGC 3079 15 54.0+6.1
−6.5 Bur11 42.8 Til08 6.3 ∼0.4 Til08 2.6

IC 2560 40 ≥10 Til08 41.8 Til08 6.5 0.08–0.27 Gre09 2.1

NGC 3393 51 45.0+6.2
−3.6 Bur11 41.6 Til08 7.5 0.17 Til08 2.5

NGC 4258 7.2 0.87 ± 0.03 Cap06 41.2 Til08 7.6 0.12–0.28 Til08 1.9
NGC 4388 19 3.5 ± 0.1 Fuk11 41.9 Cap06 6.9 0.24–0.29 Kuo11 0.6
NGC 4945 8 42.5 ± 2.5 Don03 42.5 Til08 6.1 ∼0.3 Til08 1.7

Circinus 6 43+4
−7 Mat99 42.1 Til08 6.2 0.11–0.4 Til08 1.2

NGC 6264 139 >10 This work 42.6 This work 7.5 0.24–0.80 Kuo11 2.5

Note. (1) – Galaxy name. Thick discs with flattened rotation curves are in boldface. (2) – Distance in Mpc. We adopted the distances used
in the determination of the maser disc radii. (3) – Intrinsic column density in units of 1023 cm−2. (4) – References for NH; Awa09 – Awaki
et al. (2009); Bur11 – Burlon et al. (2011); Cap06 – Cappi et al. (2006); Don03 – Done et al. (2003); Fuk11 – Fukuzawa et al. (2011);
Gre08 – Greenhill et al. (2008); Mat97 – Matt et al. (1997); Mat99 – Matt et al. (1999); Til08 – Tilak et al. (2008). (5) – Logarithm of the
intrinsic luminosity in the 2–10 keV band (in erg s−1cm−2). For NGC 2273, UGC 3789, NGC 2690 and NGC 6264 we used the observed
fluxes or the apparent luminosities multiplied by a factor of 60 (see Section 5.3) to estimate the intrinsic luminosities (6) – References
for log(LI

2−10). Awa09 – Awaki et al. (2009); Cap06 – Cappi et al. (2006); Gre08 – Greenhill et al. (2008); Til08 – Tilak et al. (2008,
and references therein). (7) – Logarithm of the black hole mass (in M$). (8) – Disc size in pc. (9) – References for columns (8) and
(9). Kuo11 – Kuo et al. (2011); Gre09 – Greenhill et al. (2009); Til08 – Tilak et al. (2008, and references therein). (10) – Logarithm of
the maser isotropic luminosity (in L$). The H2O luminosities are taken from Kondratko et al. (2006b, and references therein) for all the
galaxies, with exception of NGC 1194 (whose luminosity was derived directly from the spectrum), UGC 3789, NGC 2690 and NGC 6264
(whose data are reported in Tarchi et al. 2011a).

(eight galaxies) of disc-maser hosts, Tilak et al. (2008) found that
not only the inner radius but also the degree of clumpyness of the
disc may increase with the intrinsic X-ray luminosity. With the aim
of confirming this trend on a larger sample, we compiled in Table 6
an updated list of all disc masers with precise (obtained with VLBI)
measurements of the accretion disc radius, RH2O, and the black
hole mass, MBH, for which the intrinsic X-ray luminosity in the
2–10 keV band, LI

2−10, can be estimated. In addition to the objects
analysed by Tilak et al. (2008), the list contains six more galaxies,
including the two disc masers studied in this paper, UGC 3789 and
NGC 6264, for which estimates of RH2O and MBH have been recently
reported (Kuo et al. 2011, 2013; Reid et al. 2013). Intrinsic X-ray
luminosities listed in Table 6 have been taken from the literature
when possible. To have an estimate of LI

2−10 for Compton-thick
sources with only a lower limit of the column density or in case
the intrinsic luminosity was not reported in the literature, we have
applied a correction factor of 60 to their observed one, L2−10, as
suggested in Panessa et al. (2006). The bolometric luminosity was
then obtained multiplying LI

2−10 by a factor of 20. We used this
value of the bolometric correction to be consistent with Tilak et al.
(2008), though we note that for some of the AGN in Table 6, which
have LI

2−10/LEdd ∼ 10−2, the correction may be larger (Vasudevan
& Fabian 2007).

In Fig. 4, we present an updated version of fig. 7 of Tilak et al.
(2008), where the inner radii of the masing discs are plotted against
the AGN bolometric luminosities. If we assume, as a first approx-
imation, that the disc is in thermodynamic equilibrium, then the
radius is given by R ∼

√
LBol/4πσT 4, and we can infer a rough

estimate of the disc temperature (Tilak et al. 2008). Despite the
large uncertainties in the bolometric luminosities, the observed in-

Figure 4. Observed inner radii of the masing discs against AGN bolometric
luminosities for the sources in Table 6. This figure is an updated version
of fig. 7 of Tilak et al. (2008). The diamonds mark the position of the disc
masers already present in the plot of Tilak et al. (2008), while the triangles
represent new sources. The labels indicate the galaxies’ names. The solid
lines represent the value of the disc radius predicted in the case of thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (R ∼

√
LBol/4πσT 4), for constant temperatures of

300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000 K from top to bottom.

ner radii of maser emission are consistent (except one case) with
temperatures of 400–1000 K (Fig. 4), in agreement with the predic-
tions of the model of Neufeld et al. (1994) for collisionally pumped
water masers in X-ray irradiated circumnuclear gas. We fit a linear
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Table 1
Physical Characteristics of Megamaser Disks

Source BH Mass Disk Size
(×107 M") (pc)

NGC 1194a 6.5 ± 0.3 0.53–1.33
NGC 2273a 0.75 ± 0.04 0.028–0.084
UGC 3789a 1.04 ± 0.05 0.084–0.30
NGC 2960a 1.16 ± 0.05 0.13–0.37
NGC 4258b 3.7 ± 0.01 0.17–0.29
NGC 4388a 0.84 ± 0.02 0.24–0.29
NGC 6264a 2.91 ± 0.04 0.24–0.80
NGC 6323a 0.94 ± 0.01 0.13–0.30
Sgr A*c 0.43 ± 0.02 0.038–0.13

Notes.
a Kuo et al. (2011).
b Herrnstein et al. (2005).
c Compact stellar disk; Lu et al. (2009).

those seen around Sgr A*. However, the maser distribution and
kinematics in the edge-on systems are very thin and close to
Keplerian, so that at least in these systems the megamaser disks
are gravitationally stable.

In this Letter, we show that the cloud capture scenario outlined
in Paper I creates gravitationally stable sub-parsec disks with
physical conditions conducive to the formation of megamasers.
We begin by showing that systems with well-determined host
black hole masses and Keplerian rotation profiles display a
strong correlation between disk size and black hole mass
(Section 2). In Section 3, we consider a simple model for
the partial capture of molecular clouds and demonstrate that
this correlation is a natural outcome of the cloud-engulfment
scenario, and that, for reasonable parameters, initial cloud
column densities ∼1023 cm−2 will create a non-self-gravitating
molecular disk consistent with the observed megamaser disks.
Our conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. A CORRELATION BETWEEN MEGAMASER DISK
SIZE AND BLACK HOLE MASS

Fourteen resolved parsec-scale megamaser disks in AGNs
have been reported in the literature. Of these, three disks (in
NGC 1068, NGC 3079, and IC 1481) have maser distributions
that are spatially and kinematically disordered, with rotation
curves that are flatter than Keplerian (Greenhill et al. 1996;
Kondratko et al. 2005; and Mamyoda et al. 2009, respectively).
This is suggestive of possibly clumpy material distributed
within a dynamically hot torus with the gravitational potential
dominated by the torus material or a central stellar cluster. Three
other cases (NGC 3393, NGC 4945, and Circinus) have poorly
determined rotation curves so that the black hole mass and
dynamical state of the disk are uncertain (Kondratko et al. 2008;
Greenhill et al. 1997, 2003, respectively).

As our model for the dynamics of disk formation relies on
the black hole mass dominating the gravitational potential on a
scale several times that of the disk (see Section 3), we focus our
attention on the remaining eight megamaser disks with well-
determined, Keplerian profiles and accurate black hole masses
(Herrnstein et al. 2005; Kuo et al. 2011). In each case the upper
limits to the disk mass estimated from the errors to the fit to the
rotation profile are a few percent of the black hole mass. Table 1
lists the measured mass of the black hole, and the inner and outer
radii of the disk as traced by the masers for each of these eight
megamaser disks. For comparison, we have also included the
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Figure 1. Vertical bars indicate the range of radii of the maser distribution
for published H2O megamaser disks with well-determined Keplerian rotation
curves vs. central black hole mass (Kuo et al. 2011; Herrnstein et al. 2005). The
extent of the compact stellar disk at the Galactic center (lowest-mass point; Lu
et al. 2009) is plotted for comparison. The errors in the black hole masses and
radii are a few percent. The dashed line represents an approximate empirical
upper envelope to the outer radii given by Rmax = 0.3 (M/107 M") pc (see the
text).

range of radii of the orbits of S-stars forming the compact stellar
disk around Sgr A* (Lu et al. 2009). The remarkable similarity
of size scale to the megamaser disks suggest that they may have
been formed the same way.

For each of these disks we plot the range of disk radii
traced by megamasers against black hole mass (see Figure 1).
Remarkably, there is a well-defined upper envelope to the
disk radii that scales linearly with black hole mass, given
approximately by

Rmax ≈ 0.3 M7 pc , (1)

where the central black hole mass is M = M7 × 107 M". The
outer edge of the maser distribution may simply trace where
the surface density of the disk falls below the ∼1 g cm−2

needed to shield molecules from the hard X-ray flux from the
central source (Maloney 2002). However, there is no obvious
reason why this radius should follow this trend. Our preferred
explanation, outlined in the following section, is that the outer
radii indicate a genuine physical truncation, and that the linear
dependence on black hole mass reflects the kinematics of cloud
capture process that forms the disk (see Equation (5)).

3. DISK FORMATION BY CLOUD CAPTURE

In Paper I, we showed that partial capture of molecular
clouds passing through the central parsec of the galaxy by the
4 × 106 M" black hole Sgr A* would naturally create a disk on
the 0.1 parsec scale of the stellar disk. There, we focused on the
formation of self-gravitating disks, which because of the short
cooling time of the gas create stars on a timescale comparable
to a few orbital times, so that star formation would occur before
the disk settles into a thin ordered structure; the resulting stellar
orbits have a range of eccentricities and inclinations.

Here we apply this scenario to the very thin and well-ordered
megamaser disks, with two key differences from our earlier
analysis. First, we explicitly follow the scaling with black
hole mass rather than fixing it at ≈4 × 106 M" appropriate
for Sgr A*; second, we focus on capture events that produce
non-self-gravitating disks, which therefore settle into very thin
Keplerian disks rather than forming stars.

Consider, then, an extended cloud with hydrogen column
density NH = N23 × 1023 cm−2 that enters the black hole’s
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Fig. 35. Half-light radius as a function of mid-
IR luminosity; blue stars/red diamonds denote
type 1/2 AGNs; the error bar for NGC 4151 is
not a statistical error but shows the range for
r1/2 from the upper limit (from single-dish ob-
servation) and lower limit from our modeling.
The magenta and red lines show the innermost
radius as derived empirically (Eq. 10) and the
outermost radius for 300 K warm dust as given
by the Barvainis formula. The half-light radii at
12 µm show a large scatter, but are about 20
times larger than at 2 µm. They are almost al-
ways a factor of three smaller than the Barvainis
radius. The statistical errors of the MIDI size
measurements are smaller than the symbols and
therefore not shown. This plot makes use of the
bolometric correction factors described in the
text.
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near−IR reverberation mapping data + fit (Suganuma)

Fig. 36. (Half-light) radius at various pass-
bands, probing the structure of the torus,
as a function of bolometric luminosity. The
blue and red circles are our own size esti-
mates from MIDI observations of type 1 and
type 2 sources respectively. The green stars are
the near-infrared interferometry observations
and derived ring-fit radii (Swain et al. 2003;
Kishimoto et al. 2011a; Weigelt et al. 2012).
The yellow plus symbols are the UV/optical-
near-infrared reverberation mapping radii from
Suganuma et al. (2006) and references therein;
the yellow line is a fit to these data. The scat-
ter in the mid-infrared sizes is significantly
larger than in the near-infrared. The error bar
for NGC 4151 is not a statistical error but de-
notes the range for r1/2 from the upper limit
(from single-dish observation) and lower limit
from our modeling. The statistical errors of the
MIDI size measurements are smaller than the
symbols and therefore not shown.

even for an uncorrelated set of points simply because more lumi-
nous objects are also more distant. This is most clearly seen for
the upper limits of Fig. 34 that turn into a narrow “correlation”
in Fig. 35. We therefore first investigate the size-luminosity plot
in observed units (Fig. 34). For the resolved sources (denoted
with stars and diamonds), we find a correlation between r1/2 and
flux that is roughly compatible with

p
F. The two colored lines

show the expected scaling of source size with flux using the nor-
malizations from the bright sources: many of the faint sources
show sizes that are compatible with the half-light radii of the
scaled versions of the Circinus galaxy and NGC 1068 (albeit all
the di↵erences in the detailed characteristics, see above). It is
also immediately obvious that the relation is dominated by large
scatter, especially if also taking the limits into account.

In physical units, we find from the size-luminosity plot
(Fig. 35) that the half-light radii of the resolved sources are
about 20 times larger at 12 µm than at 2 µm, but almost always
three times smaller than the radius rBarvainis expected for an op-
tically thin medium (Figs. 35, 36). Either there is significant ab-
sorption, even at mid-IR wavelengths, limiting the extent of the
mid-IR emission or there is just no AGN-heated dust at larger

scales. The very compact upper limits, on the other hand, show
that there is significant amount of mid-IR emitting material on
scales as compact as ⇡4 ⇥ rin.

It is also evident from this plot that there is essentially no
di↵erence in size between type 1 and type 2 sources, contrary
to the expectation from clumpy torus models that tori of type 2
sources appear on average about a factor of 2.5 more extended
than those of type 1 sources, albeit with large scatter (Tristram &
Schartmann 2011). This is in agreement with the fact that both
type 1 and type 2 tori follow the same mid-IR – X-ray relation
(Horst et al. 2008; Gandhi et al. 2009).

In order to explore the scatter in the mid-IR, we compile all
nuclear size measurements of AGN tori from UV/optical – near-
infrared reverberation mapping (Suganuma et al. 2006, and ref-
erences therein), near-infrared interferometry (Kishimoto et al.
2011a; Weigelt et al. 2012) and our own mid-IR size estima-
tions using MIDI data (Fig. 36). For the mid-IR we use the bolo-
metric corrections described at the beginning of this section, for
the near-infrared data we use the conversion from Kishimoto
et al. (2007), that is based on Elvis et al. (1994). In this plot,
color now denotes observing wavelength and technique; the
MIDI points are displayed as red crosses, near-IR interferometry
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Figure 8
The fraction of obscured and unobscured AGNs at various redshifts and L(2–10 keV). (a) Fractions obtained
by optical classification. (b) Fractions obtained by a classification based on column densities derived from
X-ray observations with a dividing column between the groups of 1021.5 cm−2. Based on data from Merloni
et al. (2014), courtesy of A. Merloni.

The study by Merloni et al. (2014), which is perhaps the most complete (a statement likely to be
challenged by some X-ray astronomers), regarding low- and intermediate-luminosity sources is
inconclusive. The results for the highest-luminosity AGNs are more significant, with indications
for an increase in the fraction of obscured sources, with redshift amounting to a factor of approx-
imately 2 between redshifts of 1 and 3. This finding is supported by several studies of AGNs in
the Chandra Deep Field South (Brightman & Ueda 2012, Vito et al. 2013).

7.2. Receding and Approaching Tori and Disappearing BLRs
There have been several attempts to explain the dependence of the covering factor on source
luminosity on the basis of the torus geometry. The idea of a receding torus, first suggested by
Lawrence (1991), involves a simple torus whose height, h, is independent of the inner radius Rin.
Because Rin ∝ L1/2

AGN, the covering factor is predicted to be proportional to L−1/2
AGN. This ad hoc

model makes no attempt to justify the constant height torus. It also does not explain the decreasing
covering factors deduced from counting X-ray AGNs with different obscuring columns.

Extensive studies based on large samples of AGNs, some of which have already been men-
tioned, have tested the idea of a receding torus. None of these studies reproduced, accurately,
the predicted dependence of fC on LAGN. There were several suggestions to modify the origi-
nal idea. For example, Simpson (2005) measured the fraction of type-I sources by using [O III]
λ5007 luminosities in SDSS AGNs and constructing luminosity functions for the two types of
AGNs. The author explained that the differences between the two luminosity functions were due
to changes in the covering factor of the torus with luminosity and were claimed to be removed if
h ∝ L0.23

AGN. Unfortunately, the work does not account for the conversion between L([O III] λ5007)
and LAGN, which is luminosity dependent (Stern & Laor 2012), a fact that was not known at the
time. Ricci et al. (2013) used the observed EW(Kα) to suggest a somewhat different dependence.
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Figure 1. Mrk 1066. The top panel is the GTC/CanariCam Si-2
(λc = 8.7 µm) image on a colour linear scale as plotted on the right-hand
side. Orientation is north up, east to the left. The image was smoothed with a
Gaussian function with σ = 0.6 pixels. The contours are also in a linear scale
with the lowest contour corresponding to the local background value plus 1.5
standard deviations measured in the image before rotating and smoothing
the images. The hatched circle represents the angular resolution of the im-
age (FWHM) approximated as a Gaussian function. The dotted lines show
the approximate width and orientation of the slit. The middle panel shows
the partially reduced GTC/CanariCam 2D spectrum in a square-root colour
scale and smoothed with a Gaussian function. On the y-axis positive offsets
indicate north-west and negative offsets south-east. The bottom panel com-
pares the GTC/CanariCam nuclear and 0.52 arcsec × 2 arcsec spectra with
the Spitzer/IRS SL spectrum extracted as a point source. We smoothed the
GTC/CanariCam spectra by averaging together three pixels in the spectral
direction.

Figure 2. Mrk 1073. Symbols as in Fig. 1. The top panel is the
GTC/CanariCam 8.7 µm image smoothed with a Gaussian function with
σ = 0.6 pixels. The contours are in a linear scale with the lowest contour
corresponding to the local background value plus two standard deviations
measured in the image before rotating and smoothing the images. The mid-
dle panel is the partially reduced GTC/CanariCam 2D spectrum. On the
y-axis positive offsets indicate north-east and negative offsets south-west.
The bottom panel compares the 1D GTC/CanariCam spectra (smoothed as
in Fig. 1, bottom panel) and the Spitzer/IRS spectrum. The GTC/CanariCam
0.52 arcsec × 2 arcsec spectrum of Mrk 1073 was scaled down by a factor
of 1.8 to match the IRS one.

calibration in the N-band window are estimated to be approximately
10–15 per cent.

For those galaxies with nuclear FWHMs similar to those of their
corresponding standard stars, we also estimated the unresolved nu-
clear fluxes. To do so, we used the fluxes measured through the
smallest aperture and estimated the aperture correction for the total
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Figure 1. Mrk 1066. The top panel is the GTC/CanariCam Si-2
(λc = 8.7 µm) image on a colour linear scale as plotted on the right-hand
side. Orientation is north up, east to the left. The image was smoothed with a
Gaussian function with σ = 0.6 pixels. The contours are also in a linear scale
with the lowest contour corresponding to the local background value plus 1.5
standard deviations measured in the image before rotating and smoothing
the images. The hatched circle represents the angular resolution of the im-
age (FWHM) approximated as a Gaussian function. The dotted lines show
the approximate width and orientation of the slit. The middle panel shows
the partially reduced GTC/CanariCam 2D spectrum in a square-root colour
scale and smoothed with a Gaussian function. On the y-axis positive offsets
indicate north-west and negative offsets south-east. The bottom panel com-
pares the GTC/CanariCam nuclear and 0.52 arcsec × 2 arcsec spectra with
the Spitzer/IRS SL spectrum extracted as a point source. We smoothed the
GTC/CanariCam spectra by averaging together three pixels in the spectral
direction.

Figure 2. Mrk 1073. Symbols as in Fig. 1. The top panel is the
GTC/CanariCam 8.7 µm image smoothed with a Gaussian function with
σ = 0.6 pixels. The contours are in a linear scale with the lowest contour
corresponding to the local background value plus two standard deviations
measured in the image before rotating and smoothing the images. The mid-
dle panel is the partially reduced GTC/CanariCam 2D spectrum. On the
y-axis positive offsets indicate north-east and negative offsets south-west.
The bottom panel compares the 1D GTC/CanariCam spectra (smoothed as
in Fig. 1, bottom panel) and the Spitzer/IRS spectrum. The GTC/CanariCam
0.52 arcsec × 2 arcsec spectrum of Mrk 1073 was scaled down by a factor
of 1.8 to match the IRS one.

calibration in the N-band window are estimated to be approximately
10–15 per cent.

For those galaxies with nuclear FWHMs similar to those of their
corresponding standard stars, we also estimated the unresolved nu-
clear fluxes. To do so, we used the fluxes measured through the
smallest aperture and estimated the aperture correction for the total
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Figure 6. Lower panel: GTC/CanariCam spatial profiles of Mrk 1066 as a
function of the projected distance from the AGN dAGN. We show the profiles
of the EW and flux of the 11.3 µm PAH feature as star-like symbols and filled
dots, respectively, and the flux of the local continuum at 11.25 µm as filled
squares. The measured fluxes are normalized to the peak intensity at the
nuclear position, which is set at the 0 position on the x-axis, and set to a 1.5
value on the y-axis. For clarity, we plotted only the errors in the measured
EW and flux of the PAH feature. Top panel: spectra around the 11.3 µm
PAH feature (λrest = 10.5–12 µm), normalized to the same continuum level
at ∼10.9 µm for the spatial location of each of the extracted spectra.

mid-IR emission (Section 4.2). Fig. 6 shows the spatial profiles of
the EW of the 11.3 µm PAH feature (star symbols) and its nor-
malized flux (circles) together with the normalized local continuum
(squares) as a function of the projected distance from the AGN,
dAGN. The 11.3 µm PAH emission is detected out to projected ra-
dial distances of ∼300 pc on both sides of the nucleus. The intensity
of the PAH feature peaks at the nucleus. From the modelling of the
optical spectrum, González Delgado et al. (2001) showed that the
nuclear emission of Mrk 1066 is dominated by the emission of
young and intermediate-age stellar populations. Since we detected
nuclear 11.3 µm PAH emission in the central ∼100 pc and PAH
molecules are excited by the UV emission from O stars and B stars
(Peeters et al. 2004), we conclude that the 11.3 µm PAH emission
can be used to reveal the presence of on-going/recent nuclear star
formation in the nuclear regions of AGN.

The spatial profile of the local interpolated continuum at
11.25 µm measured from the GTC/CanariCam spectrum has its
maximum also at the nucleus, but it is narrower than that of
the PAH feature. This indicates that in the nuclear region the
continuum at this wavelength has a strong component presum-
ably arising from the unresolved AGN emission. Additionally, the
PAH spatial profile shows a secondary peak at a radial distance of
∼150 pc to the north-west that is approximately coincident with one
of the starburst sites detected in the near-IR (see Riffel et al. 2010).
Also, on both sides of the nucleus the PAH flux profile extends out
to the radial distances of ∼300 pc.

The spatial profile of the EW of the 11.3 µm PAH feature shows a
minimum (EW = 0.35 ± 0.02 µm) at the nuclear position, which is
typical of Seyfert galaxies with nuclear/circumnuclear star forma-
tion (Sales et al. 2010; Tommasin et al. 2010; Hernán-Caballero &
Hatziminaoglou 2011; Esquej et al. 2014). At larger radial distances
from the nucleus, the EW of the feature increases reaching values

Figure 7. As Fig. 6, but for Mrk 1073.

typical of star-forming galaxies (EW ∼ 0.5–1 µm). This behaviour
is well understood in terms of the increased continuum from the
AGN towards the nuclear regions rather than a fall-off of the PAH
emission because the 11.3 µm PAH feature peaks at the nucleus
(see a detailed discussion in Section 6.1). Even at the location of the
two starburst sites, the observed EW of the feature still has a rela-
tively low value due to contamination from continuum produced by
AGN-heated dust. Indeed, when the extracted spectra are corrected
for this AGN contamination, the measured EW are consistent with
pure star formation. We refer the reader to Ramos Almeida et al.
(2014) for a detailed study of the star formation and torus properties
of this galaxy.

5.2 Mrk 1073

The GTC/CanariCam 8.7 µm image (Fig. 2) shows a bright unre-
solved nuclear source with an FWHM size of ≤146 pc (see Table 5).
There is also extended emission in the disc of the galaxy with an ap-
proximate diameter of 2.6 arcsec # 1.1 kpc. For the spectroscopy,
we placed the GTC/CanariCam slit along the major axis of this
emission (PA = 75◦).

The GTC/CanariCam nuclear spectrum of Mrk 1073 shows the
silicate feature in moderate absorption with weak 8.6 and 11.3 µm
PAH emission (Fig. 2, bottom panel). The PAH features become
more apparent on the ∼1.6 kpc scale probed by the Spitzer/IRS
spectrum with an EW of the 11.3 µm PAH feature being consistent
with a composite AGN/starburst nature (Sales et al. 2010; Tommasin
et al. 2010; Hernán-Caballero & Hatziminaoglou 2011; Esquej et al.
2014). The nuclear contribution to the observed 11.3 µm PAH fea-
ture luminosity in the central 1.6 kpc of Mrk 1073 is only 11 per cent,
but consistent with findings for other Seyfert galaxies (see
Esquej et al. 2014). The low value of the nuclear EW of the 11.3 µm
PAH feature (EW = 0.08 ± 0.03 µm, see Table 6) clearly indicates
that on nuclear scales the mid-IR emission of Mrk 1073 is domi-
nated by emission from the AGN, unless the PAHs get destroyed
by the AGN (but see Section 6.3).

Fig. 7 shows the spatial profiles of the flux and EW of the
11.3 µm PAH feature emission and the flux of the local contin-
uum at 11.25 µm. The PAH feature is detected out to projected
distances from the AGN of ∼400 and ∼300 pc to the north-east
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directly estimated from the bootstrap distribution of the respec-
tive parameter and mark the 68.3% (1σ) confidence intervals.

Our model can fit the data on the shortest baselines very
well, which means that it reproduces the low spatial frequen-
cies of the source adequately. On longer baselines, however, the
data is not well reproduced by our model. This is predominantly
due to small scale variations of the correlated fluxes and differ-
ential phases at longer baselines (cf. Fig. 4), which cannot be
reproduced by our smooth model. We interpret these variations
as signatures for small scale structures that our model obviously
cannot replicate.

Finally, a few remarks on degeneracies: several parameters
of our model are not independent. The clearest example is the
degeneracy between the temperature Ti and the surface filling
factor fi. Because we are fitting a narrow wavelength range
(8 µm < λ < 13 µm), the temperatures of our dust components
are not well constrained. A small change in temperature has a
direct influence on the brightness of the source, which can be
compensated by changing the surface filling factor. Similar de-
generacies are present between the size and the axis ratio of the
source, which all change the emitted flux density. Depending on
how well these parameters are constrained by the interferometric
measurements, these parameters can become degenerate.

5. Discussion

5.1. Morphology

The direct analysis of the data (Sect. 3) and our modelling
(Sect. 4) confirm that the mid-infrared emission in the nucleus
of the Circinus galaxy comes from at least two distinct compo-
nents: a highly elongated, compact “disk-like” component and
a moderately elongated, extended component. To some degree,
the distinction between the two components is suggested by the
two different regimes of the correlated fluxes as a function of
the projected baseline length (see Sect. 3.1). Primarily, how-
ever, the distinction is suggested by the different orientations of
the two components: the two components are elongated roughly
perpendicular to one another. Two clearly separated emission
components have also been found in NGC 1068 and NGC 3783
(Raban et al. 2009; Hönig et al. 2013), and a two-component
morphology in the infrared appears to be common to a large
number of AGN (Kishimoto et al. 2011b; Burtscher et al. 2013).

We interpret the mid-infrared emission as emission from
warm dust in the context of the hydrodynamic models of dusty
tori in AGN by Schartmann et al. (2009), Wada et al. (2009) and
Wada (2012). These models find a relatively cold, geometrically
thin and very turbulent disk in the mid-plane of the torus, sur-
rounded by a filamentary structure. The latter consists of long
radial filaments with a hot tenuous medium in between. We as-
sociate the central, highly elongated component in the Circinus
nucleus with the dense disk in these simulations, and we inter-
pret the extended mid-infrared emission in the context of the fil-
amentary torus structure seen in these models.

A false-colour image of our best fitting model (fit 3) is
shown in Fig. 7, with the model images at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm mapped to the red, green and blue channels of the
image, respectively.

When interpreting our observations, we have to take into ac-
count that the emission is dominated by the warmest dust at a
certain location, which normally comes from the dust clouds di-
rectly illuminated by the central UV source. There are probably
also considerable amounts of cooler dust. However, the cooler
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Fig. 7. False-colour image of the three-component model for the mid-
infrared emission of the nucleus of the Circinus galaxy (fit 3). The
colours red, green and blue correspond to the model at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm, respectively. The colour scaling is logarithmic in order to
show both bright and faint features. Clearly the colour gradient of the
extended component due to the increase in the silicate depth towards
the south-east is visible. This colour gradient leads to a chromatic pho-
tocentre shift towards the north-west. Despite the lower surface bright-
ness, 80% of the emission comes from the extended component. Also
plotted is the trace of the water maser disk: the blue and red parts trace
the approaching and receding sides of the maser disk respectively. Note
that the relative offset of the mid-infrared emission with respect to the
maser disk is not known (see text for details).

material only contributes insignificantly to the infrared emission
(see also Sect. 5.3).

5.1.1. The disk-like component

The disk-like component is highly elongated and has a major
axis FWHM of ∆2 ∼ 1.1 pc. Due to the strong position angle
dependency of the correlated fluxes for the longest baselines,
the position angle of the major axis is very well constrained:
ψ2 = 46 ± 3°. The strong elongation of this component with an
axis ratio of more than 6 : 1 at first suggests an interpretation
as a highly inclined disk, as in Tristram et al. (2007). This in-
terpretation is supported by the close agreement in orientation
and size of this component with the warped maser disk from
Greenhill et al. (2003). The masers were modelled by a thin disk
extending from rin ∼ 0.1 pc to rout ∼ 0.4 pc. The maser disk is
warped with the position angle changing from 29° ± 3° at rin
to 56° ± 6° at rout. With a position angle of ψ2 ∼ 46°, our disk-
like component now matches this orientation much better than
previously. The larger size of the mid-infrared disk as compared
to the maser disk could be evidence of the disk extending out
to larger radii than is probed by the maser emission. We em-
phasise that the agreement is only in orientation and size, not in
the absolute position. With MIDI alone, no absolute astrometry
is possible because the absolute phase signal is destroyed by the
atmosphere (see Sect. 2.2). By consequence, the relative position
between the maser disk and our disk-like component cannot be
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Kinematic and spatial information from observations of water

masers over the central 0.4 pc indicate that there is a substan-

tial amount of cool material (!4 × 105 M") in approximately

Keplerian orbit around a 1.7 × 106-M" central mass (Greenhill

et al. 2003). This is interpreted as a warped disc encircling the nu-

cleus, approximately orthogonal to the ionization cone detected in

the visible (e.g. Wilson et al. 2000).

Recent 8- and 18-µm images have shown a strong point-like nu-

clear source accompanied by weaker extended emission oriented

approximately east–west (Packham et al. 2005) and coincident with

the coronal line emission region which is extended over 2 arcsec and

traces the high-excitation zone around the nucleus (Maiolino et al.

1998, 2000; Prieto et al. 2004). Here, we present spatially resolved

8–13 µm spectra to investigate the nature of this extended emission

and its relation to the active nucleus.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S

Long-slit spectra between 8 and 13 µm were obtained at the

8-m Gemini South Telescope in clearing skies with the facility MIR

imager/spectrometer, T-ReCS (Telesco et al. 1998), in 2004 May un-

der the programme GS-2004A-C-2. Acquisition images at 12 µm

showed structure similar to that presented by Packham et al. (2005),

and slit position angles (PAs) of 100◦ and 10◦ (north through east),

along and orthogonal to the extended emission, were selected for

Figure 1. The T-ReCS slit positions superimposed on the 12-µm Circinus

acquisition image. The image is centred at the peak of the MIR emission,

which is assumed to coincide with the active nucleus; the raw telescope co-

ordinates give this position as right ascension (RA) = 14 13 09.3, declination

(Dec.) = −65 20 20 (J2000). The contours are logarithmic and separated by

a factor of 1.5. North is up, east to the left.

the spectroscopic observations (see Fig 1). Spectra were obtained

with standard chop and nod techniques (chop throw 15 arcsec) af-

ter centering the compact nucleus in the 0.36-arcsec wide slit. The

instrument was configured with the low-resolution (11 line mm−1)

grating giving a dispersion of 0.0223 µm pixel−1 and a spectral

resolution of 0.08 µm. T-ReCS has a detector scale of 0.089 arc-

sec pixel−1 which provides a 25-arcsec-long slit in the spatial di-

rection and coverage of the full N photometric band, limited by the

N-filter bandpass, in the dispersion direction. Series of A B A B nod

positions were accumulated, with total on-source integrations of 20

and 15 min at PAs 100◦ and 10◦, respectively. The chop direction

was perpendicular to the slit, and so only the signal from the guided

beam position was accumulated. A spectrum of the nearby bright

star α Cen was obtained between the exposures of Circinus at the

different PAs. Wavelength calibration is with respect to the plan-

etary nebula NGC 6302, which has a rich emission-line spectrum

(see Casassus, Roche & Barlow 2000, for the spectrum and accurate

wavelengths).

The spectra were straightened, registered in the dispersion direc-

tion with reference to the sharp structure in the absorption band due

to atmospheric ozone at 9.6 microns, and the dispersion calibra-

tion from NGC 6302 was applied. The T-ReCS detector displays

cross-talk across the different readout amplifiers as is common to

this kind of detector (e.g. Sako et al. 2003), resulting in smearing

of the spectrum in the spectral direction. The detector also suffered

from periodic electronic pick-up noise which manifested as striping

along the detector rows. To provide partial compensation for these

effects, the detector signal in the unexposed region longwards of

the filter cut-off was extracted and applied to the exposed detector

section. The spectra were corrected for atmospheric absorption by

straightening and growing the α Cen spectrum along the slit, divid-

ing it into the Circinus spectra and multiplying by a blackbody at a

temperature of 5770 K (Cohen et al. 1996). The bright core of Circi-

nus is compact and so the slit losses for the galaxy and reference

star are probably similar. None the less, the calibration uncertainty

is likely to be significant and we estimate ∼15 per cent, typical of

MIR flux calibration from the ground. In fact, the flux integrated

along the slit is within 10 per cent of that measured in a 4.2-arcsec

aperture by Roche et al. (1991), confirming the compact nature of

the nuclear source.

Spectra have been extracted by binning three rows together (i.e.

in spatial increments of 0.27 arcsec, close to the diffraction limit

at 8 microns) out to the radii of 1.6 arcsec and eight rows beyond.

The spectra are presented for the PA 10◦ and 100◦ slit directions

in Figs 2 and 3, respectively. The noise in the spectra increases

between 9 and 10 µm because of low atmospheric transmission due

to absorption by ozone in the upper atmosphere, while the fluxes at

these wavelengths are decreased by silicate absorption in the source.

These effects become increasingly apparent in the spatial positions

furthest from the nucleus. Spatial cuts along the spectra have also

been extracted for the two PAs by binning in the spectral dimension

over "λ = 0.5 µm. These cuts have effective wavelengths of 8.2,

10.2, 11.3 and 12.5 microns, respectively, and are shown in Fig. 4,

along with similar cuts for the reference star α Cen. For α Cen, low-

level structure seen on the right-hand side of the cuts corresponds

to the expected positions of diffraction rings; the first diffraction

ring peaks at the radii of 0.3, 0.4, 0.44 and 0.5 arcsec for the four

wavelengths shown and the 2nd and 3rd rings can also be identified.

Structure from these diffraction rings can also be discerned in the

cuts of Circinus at 12.5 µm at PA 10◦, but they are more diffuse;

the weak extended emission masks the diffraction structure at PA

100◦.
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Figure 2. The spectra obtained at PA 10◦. The spectra on the south and north sides of the nucleus are shown in the left-hand and right-hand panels, respectively.

Note that there is a change in the spatial offset at 1.07 arcsec separation and that the on-nucleus spectrum is shown in both the panels. The line drawn through

the spectra represents the fits described in the text. Flux is in units of 10−20 W cm−2
µm−1.

3 R E S U LT S

We do not have accurate astrometric reference positions for the

T-ReCS data, but the strong symmetry and similarity to the coro-

nal line structure seen with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and

Very Large Telescope (VLT) by Maiolino et al. (1998) and Prieto

et al. (2004), respectively, leads us to assume that strong peak seen

in the MIR images is coincident with the galaxy core as argued

by Packham et al. (2005). The nuclear spectrum is dominated by

a prominent silicate absorption band which produces a pronounced

minimum in the spectrum at 9.7 microns, while emission bands at

11.3, 12.7, 8.6, and the wing of the band at 7.7 µm, attributed to the

emission from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules

(Leger & Puget 1984; Allamandola, Tielens & Barker 1985),

become increasingly prominent away from the core, consistent

with previous observations (Roche et al. 1991; Moorwood et al.

1996).

We have examined the spatial structure of the emission along both

slit positions using the spectrum of α Cen as a reference (Fig. 4).

The stellar profile is asymmetric, displaying clear structure from the

subsidiary diffraction ring maxima on one side, but little evidence of

them on the other, suggesting some residual aberrations in the active

optics corrections. Theα Cen profiles are broader than the diffraction

limit suggesting a significant contribution from atmospheric see-

ing. Allowing for the calculated diffraction-limited width from the

7.9-m clear aperture of the Gemini primary indicates that the seeing

contribution was about 0.3 arcsec at 10 µm, but we can expect this to

vary on relative short time-scales. We do not have any independent

contemporaneous measures of the seeing at Cerro Pachon.

To investigate the nucleus at the highest spatial resolution, we

have used the last block of integrations at PA 100◦ and the first

at 10◦ (i.e. those bracketing the observations of α Cen). The in-

tegrations amount to 5 min on-source, but elapsed times of about

20 min, and had mean intervals of 40 min before and 30 min after

the observations of α Cen. The Circinus profiles at both the PAs

have measured full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.51 and

0.46 arcsec at 8 and 12.5 µm, respectively, compared to 0.39 and

0.42 arcsec for α Cen. By subtracting these values in quadrature,

this suggests that the Circinus core is marginally resolved with sizes

of 0.33 and 0.2 arcsec at the two wavelengths, but we note that we

would not expect a single dusty structure around the nucleus to be

more extended at 8 µm than at 12 µm. The formal uncertainties on

these size estimates are only about 0.05 arcsec, but seeing varia-

tions are likely to provide systematic uncertainties that exceed this.

Given the unstable atmospheric conditions, it seems safer to treat

these as setting an upper limit of about 0.3 arcsec on the size of the

compact core of the Circinus nucleus at 8 and 12.5 µm. From their

MIR images, Packham et al. (2005) placed a limit of !0.20 arcsec

diameter for the bright compact core.

To investigate the faint extended structure, all of the accumulated

data are required, and these cuts are shown in Fig. 4. Here the

longer integrations on the galaxy will inevitably have degraded the

achieved resolution in the core. In this figure and for subsequent

spatial profiles, the negative offsets at PA 10◦ refer to positions south

of the nucleus, while positive offsets at PA 100◦ refer to positions

east of the nucleus.

At PA 10◦, the flux falls rapidly away from the nucleus to the

north and south, but it falls off significantly more slowly than in
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Fig. 10. Nuclear SED of the Circinus
galaxy. Blue dots are high resolution
photometry compiled by Prieto et al.
(2010) plus an additional measurement
with ALMA at λ = 9.3× 10−4 m (321 GHz)
by Hagiwara et al. (2013). The measure-
ment in the J-band, which is only an upper
limit, is marked with an arrow. Also shown
are low resolution IRAS photometry (blue
crosses), a MIDI correlated flux spectrum
(cyan line), the averaged MIDI total flux
spectrum (blue line) and the high resolu-
tion spectrum from Roche et al. (2006, grey
line). The SED of our best fitting model is
plotted in red. A possible compact hot dust
component, fitted to the SED data marked
by the dark red boxes, is shown by the dot-
ted, dark red line. A zoom on the N-band
region with linear scaling of the axes is
shown as an inset. See text for further de-
tails.

in general show a steep decrease in the torus SED towards longer
wavelengths.

Towards shorter wavelengths, the model SED rapidly de-
creases following the (absorbed) Wien tail of the black-body
emission. The observed SED in the near-infrared is much higher.
The observed fluxes in the J, H and K-bands are compatible with
an additional compact component of hot dust (T ∼ 800 K, dot-
ted curve in Fig. 10). Such a component would not contribute
significantly to the emission in the mid-infrared. It would still be
(marginally) consistent with the lowest correlated fluxes mea-
sured with MIDI, which can be considered as upper limits for
any contribution by a compact hot emission component (e.g. the
cyan curve in Fig. 10). However, our interferometric measure-
ments rule out a compact emitter that produces sufficient flux to
explain the photometric measurements in the L and M-band. We
tested this by fixing the temperature of the unresolved compo-
nent to T1 = 600 K and adjusting f1 so that the near-infrared part
of the SED is reasonably well reproduced. We then obtain much
higher correlated fluxes than observed at the short wavelength
end, unless ∆1 ! 15 mas. This means that most of the emission
at these wavelengths must be extended by at least 0.3 pc and less
than 3.8 pc (190 mas, unresolved by single dish observations).
This is discussed further in Sect. 5.4.

In conclusion, we find that our model is consistent with the
overall SED of the Circinus galaxy. We further conclude that
the nuclear SED is dominated by emission from dust close to
T ∼ 300 K and that the contribution from dust at much hotter
(T > 800 K) or cooler (T < 200 K) temperatures is very low on
parsec scales.

5.4. Lack of a compact hot dust component

In Tristram et al. (2007), no significant temperature gradient was
found in the dust distribution of the Circinus galaxy. One of the
main goals of the new observations was to search for hotter dust
using longer baselines, or generally for an increase in the dust
temperature towards the centre, similar to what is observed in

NGC 1068 (Jaffe et al. 2004; Raban et al. 2008; López-Gonzaga
et al. 2014). NGC 1068 is similarly well resolved (both in terms
of visibility and scales of the supposed sublimation radius) as
the Circinus galaxy. In NGC 1068, the correlated fluxes are
on average bluer than the total flux (Fcor(13 µm)/Fcor(8 µm) <
Ftot(13 µm)/Ftot(8 µm)). This clearly indicates an increase in the
dust temperature towards the centre. In the Circinus galaxy, how-
ever, the emission at the short wavelength end of the N-band is
almost completely resolved out even on the longest baselines,
and we see no significant difference between the temperatures of
our model components (for all three components, T ∼ 300 K).
The new measurements thus confirm the earlier results: we find
no evidence of a temperature increase towards the centre. This is
unexpected, because the resolution limit of our interferometric
observations, ∼0.1 pc, corresponds to a few times the sublima-
tion radius (rsub ∼ 0.03 pc). We should start seeing hotter dust
on these scales.

There are two possible explanations for the lack of hot dust
at the centre: either we (still) cannot see it, or it is truly ab-
sent. In the first case, the hot dust component could be so highly
obscured on scales of a few rsub that we simply do not see it.
However, this is somewhat in contradiction with the decrease in
the silicate absorption depth towards the centre unless the inner-
most dust contains less silicates. Full radiative transfer calcula-
tions will have to be carried out to verify if a hot dust component
can be fully obscured while reproducing the other characteristics
of the Circinus nucleus. In the second, more speculative case,
there might simply be no hot dust at the inner rim of the torus
at all. In Sect. 2.3.2, we discussed a possible variability in the
Circinus galaxy. It is therefore conceivable that the active nu-
cleus was previously in a more active state or even that an explo-
sive event occurred some time ago (Bland-Hawthorn et al. 1997).
The increased activity would lead to an increased sublimation
radius. If the inner rim were to contract only slowly after the ac-
tivity decreased, the innermost dust would be at much cooler
temperatures for some time. Such a large and relatively cool
inner rim would not only explain the lack of hot dust but also
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the components used for SED fitting. As
an example, we use the observed photometry of the z = 5.03 QSO J1204−0021.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The rest frame UV/optical and infrared SEDs of these
10 objects can be fitted well with a combination of these 4
components. The best fitting model combinations are shown
in Figure 3 and Table 6 summarizes some basic properties
determined from the fitting. Using these fits we also determine
the relative contributions of the different components to the total
infrared SED. For this we combine the dust component in the
NIR and the torus model, both of which are likely to be powered
by the AGN. We compare this AGN related emission to the
additional FIR component and show their relative contributions
to the total infrared emission as a function of wavelength in
Figure 4. We see that in the presence of luminous FIR emission
(LFIR ∼ 1013 L#), this component dominates the total infrared
SED at rest frame wavelengths above ∼50 µm for all 10 objects.
This means that in such cases of strong FIR/submillimeter
emission, rest frame wavelengths !50 µm isolate the additional
FIR component without the need for full SED fits (at least
in our modeling approach). The possible heating source for
the additional FIR component (AGN versus star formation) is
further discussed in Section 4.4.

We also extend a similar SED fitting approach to objects
with fewer Herschel detections. In cases where two PACS
detections are available (nine sources), these data provide
sufficient constraints for the torus model, while the upper limits
in the SPIRE bands (and in the millimeter where available; see
Table 4) limit the contribution of the additional FIR component
(fixed to a temperature of 47 K). These fits are presented in
Figure 5 and some basic properties derived from the fitted
components are presented in Table 6. From this table we use the
UV/optical luminosity and the AGN-dominated dust luminosity
to show that the ratio of the AGN-dominated dust-to-accretion
disk emission decreases with increasing UV/optical luminosity
(Figure 6). This behavior may reflect the increase of the dust
sublimation radius for more luminous UV/optical continuum
emitters (e.g., Barvainis 1987) which, under the assumption of a
constant scale height, is often explained in terms of a decreasing
dust covering factor with increasing luminosity in the context
of the so-called receding torus model (Lawrence 1991).

The measured FIR fluxes for our 10 FIR-detected objects fall
only moderately above the 3σ confusion noise limit (Table 5).
Thus, the photometric upper limits for the nine FIR non-
detections (i.e., only detected in PACS) yield upper limits on
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Figure 3. SEDs of the 10 quasars detected in at least four Herschel bands. The
plots shows νFν in units of erg s−1 cm−2 over the rest frame wavelength. The
colored lines indicate the results of a multi-component SED fit as described
in Section 4.1. They consist of a power-law (blue dotted), a blackbody of
T ∼ 1200 K (yellow dash-dotted), a torus model (green dashed), and a modified
blackbody of ∼47 K (see Table 6; red long dashed). The black solid line shows
the total fit as the sum of the individual components.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

LFIR that do not differ significantly from the detection on an
individual basis (Table 6). Further constraints on the average
FIR properties of the PACS-only sources are provided by a
stacking analysis as presented in Section 4.4.

4.2. The SEDs at λrest < 4 µm

For two-thirds of the sample, the upper limits in the Herschel
observations do not provide strong constraints to MIR or FIR
components to allow full SED fitting. We therefore chose to
limit the fitting to rest frame wavelengths corresponding to the
MIPS 24 µm band (∼3–4 µm rest frame) and shorter where
the majority of the sources is well detected. For these data we
fit a combination of a power-law in the UV/optical and a hot
blackbody in the NIR. To minimize the influence from emission
lines (e.g., Lyα, Hα) and the small blue bump on the fitted
power-law slope, we limit the data points to Spitzer bands at
λobs " 5.8 µm and only using the y-band photometry in the
rest frame UV. In those cases where no y-band photometry is
available (five objects), we use the z-band instead. For selected
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the components used for SED fitting. As
an example, we use the observed photometry of the z = 5.03 QSO J1204−0021.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The rest frame UV/optical and infrared SEDs of these
10 objects can be fitted well with a combination of these 4
components. The best fitting model combinations are shown
in Figure 3 and Table 6 summarizes some basic properties
determined from the fitting. Using these fits we also determine
the relative contributions of the different components to the total
infrared SED. For this we combine the dust component in the
NIR and the torus model, both of which are likely to be powered
by the AGN. We compare this AGN related emission to the
additional FIR component and show their relative contributions
to the total infrared emission as a function of wavelength in
Figure 4. We see that in the presence of luminous FIR emission
(LFIR ∼ 1013 L#), this component dominates the total infrared
SED at rest frame wavelengths above ∼50 µm for all 10 objects.
This means that in such cases of strong FIR/submillimeter
emission, rest frame wavelengths !50 µm isolate the additional
FIR component without the need for full SED fits (at least
in our modeling approach). The possible heating source for
the additional FIR component (AGN versus star formation) is
further discussed in Section 4.4.

We also extend a similar SED fitting approach to objects
with fewer Herschel detections. In cases where two PACS
detections are available (nine sources), these data provide
sufficient constraints for the torus model, while the upper limits
in the SPIRE bands (and in the millimeter where available; see
Table 4) limit the contribution of the additional FIR component
(fixed to a temperature of 47 K). These fits are presented in
Figure 5 and some basic properties derived from the fitted
components are presented in Table 6. From this table we use the
UV/optical luminosity and the AGN-dominated dust luminosity
to show that the ratio of the AGN-dominated dust-to-accretion
disk emission decreases with increasing UV/optical luminosity
(Figure 6). This behavior may reflect the increase of the dust
sublimation radius for more luminous UV/optical continuum
emitters (e.g., Barvainis 1987) which, under the assumption of a
constant scale height, is often explained in terms of a decreasing
dust covering factor with increasing luminosity in the context
of the so-called receding torus model (Lawrence 1991).

The measured FIR fluxes for our 10 FIR-detected objects fall
only moderately above the 3σ confusion noise limit (Table 5).
Thus, the photometric upper limits for the nine FIR non-
detections (i.e., only detected in PACS) yield upper limits on
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Figure 3. SEDs of the 10 quasars detected in at least four Herschel bands. The
plots shows νFν in units of erg s−1 cm−2 over the rest frame wavelength. The
colored lines indicate the results of a multi-component SED fit as described
in Section 4.1. They consist of a power-law (blue dotted), a blackbody of
T ∼ 1200 K (yellow dash-dotted), a torus model (green dashed), and a modified
blackbody of ∼47 K (see Table 6; red long dashed). The black solid line shows
the total fit as the sum of the individual components.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

LFIR that do not differ significantly from the detection on an
individual basis (Table 6). Further constraints on the average
FIR properties of the PACS-only sources are provided by a
stacking analysis as presented in Section 4.4.

4.2. The SEDs at λrest < 4 µm

For two-thirds of the sample, the upper limits in the Herschel
observations do not provide strong constraints to MIR or FIR
components to allow full SED fitting. We therefore chose to
limit the fitting to rest frame wavelengths corresponding to the
MIPS 24 µm band (∼3–4 µm rest frame) and shorter where
the majority of the sources is well detected. For these data we
fit a combination of a power-law in the UV/optical and a hot
blackbody in the NIR. To minimize the influence from emission
lines (e.g., Lyα, Hα) and the small blue bump on the fitted
power-law slope, we limit the data points to Spitzer bands at
λobs " 5.8 µm and only using the y-band photometry in the
rest frame UV. In those cases where no y-band photometry is
available (five objects), we use the z-band instead. For selected
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The infrared SEDs of AGNs 1091

Figure 6. The full range of possible intrinsic AGN infrared SEDs produced
by our SED-fitting procedure described in Section 4.2. We include in this
plot the intrinsic SEDs extracted from the fits deemed suitable using the
criteria outlined in Section 4.2 (i.e. those highlighted in Appendix A). Each
intrinsic SED is normalized at 19 µm to demonstrate the range of SED
shapes. There is a clear systematic difference between the intrinsic SEDs of
AGNs with X-ray luminosities above and below the median of our sample
[i.e. log(L2−10 keV) = 42.9]. Also included in this plot is the mean-average
intrinsic SEDs of all 11 AGNs in our sample, labelled to illustrate the
parametrization outlined in equation (1).

luminous quasars (e.g. the average quasar SED presented in Netzer
et al. 2007; see Section 5.2). There is weak evidence of a relation
between the shape of the SEDs shortward and longward of λBrk,
with SEDs with lower values of α1 falling more rapidly at FIR

wavelengths. However, we note that there are at least two objects in
our sample that deviate strongly from this trend (namely Mrk 3 and
NGC 5506; see Fig. 5).

We also plot in Fig. 6 the average intrinsic SEDs calculated by
taking the mean of the intrinsic AGN components extracted from the
fits. Because of the considerable overlap in the shape of the intrinsic
SED at MIR wavelengths between Type 1 and Type 2 AGNs (see
Section 4.1 and Fig. 2) and the small number of intrinsic SEDs in
our sample (i.e. 11), we do not discriminate between AGN types
when producing these averages. Although not included in this plot,
we note that the average of the SEDs obtained by subtracting the
host-galaxy components from the observed data (i.e. those shown
in Fig. 5) is consistent with the average SED shown in Fig. 6. This
average SED can be expressed as

Fν ∝






λ1.8 at 6 µm < λ < 19 µm

λ0.2 at 19 µm < λ < 40 µm

ν1.5F BB
ν at λ > 40 µm

(1)

and shows evidence of weak silicate absorption (equivalent to an
absorbing column of NH ∼ 5 × 1021 cm−2, or τ 9.7 ∼ 0.2, using fig. 10
of Draine 2003 to convert NH to τ 9.7) but little or no silicate emission.
For clarity, we plot the mean-average SEDs of log(L2−10 keV) >

42.9 and log(L2−10 keV) < 42.9 AGNs separately in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 7. As expected from the trend identified above, the
average intrinsic SED of the more luminous AGNs in our sample
[i.e. log(L2−10 keV) > 42.9] falls more rapidly at longer wavelengths
than that of the lower luminosity AGNs [i.e. log(L2−10 keV) < 42.9].
For example, when normalized at 19 µm the lower luminosity AGNs
emit, on average, 2–3 times more flux at 60 and 100 µm than the
higher luminosity AGNs in our sample. The parameters describing
the average SEDs of the high- and low-luminosity AGNs in our
sample are largely the same as shown in equation (1), although the
spectral indices at λ > 19 µm are somewhat different i.e. α2 =
0.0 and 0.4, respectively. This relative difference between the FIR

Figure 7. Left: the mean-average and range of intrinsic AGN infrared SEDs from this study plotted against the observed infrared SEDs of Mrk 231 and NGC
1068 (i.e. two galaxies commonly used to represent the typical AGN infrared SED). When all are normalized at 19 µm, the SEDs of NGC 1068 and Mrk 231
lie above the intrinsic AGN SEDs at FIR wavelengths, which we attribute to host-galaxy contamination in the two comparison SEDs (see Section 5.1). Right:
the mean average intrinsic SEDs of (a) all 11 AGNs in our sample, (b) log(L2−10 keV) < 42.9 AGNs and (c) log(L2−10 keV) > 42.9 AGNs, plotted against the
average quasar SEDs of Richards et al. (2006) and the average intrinsic quasar infrared SED of Netzer et al. (2007). Again, all SEDs are normalized at 19 µm.
Note that the Richards et al. (2006) and Netzer et al. (2007) SEDs extend to ∼95 and ∼65 µm, respectively. At this normalization, the Richards et al. (2006)
average quasar SED is well matched to the average intrinsic SED at λ ! 30 µm, although it lies above our average intrinsic SED at shorter wavelengths. At
λ " 19 µm the average intrinsic quasar SED of Netzer et al. (2007) lies slightly above all the average intrinsic SEDs from this study, but lies below them at
λ ! 19 µm. This plot clearly shows the trend reported in Section 4.2 for more luminous AGNs to have bluer intrinsic infrared SEDs.
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which would indicate failure to subtract star formation. In contrast,
our intrinsic AGNSEDs showonly some [Ne vi] 7.6!memission
left on top of the continuum in the 6Y8 !m region. As is evident
fromFigures 1 and 6, almost all of our sources and the twomedian
SEDs contain noticeable silicate features thatmust originate in op-
tically thin regions of dust emission. The inferred long-wavelength
drop of our intrinsic AGN SED is consistent with this component,
since it suggests a slope that is steeper than a blackbody slope.
A flatter SED (in particular for the FIR-strong sources) would
require an alternative explanation.

Inspection of Figure 6 reveals a high degree of similarity be-
tween the intrinsic AGN SEDs of weak and strong FIR emitters.
They both show a relatively flat spectrum in kLk with three dis-
tinct ‘‘bumps’’: two corresponding to the silicate features at 10
and 18 !m, and a third that is centered at around 3 !m. The av-
erage SED of the sources with FIR upper limits is also in agree-
ment with the two mean SEDs over the wavelength range where
it is available, and it also shows the same three bumps. Table 2
lists the intrinsic 1Y40 !m spectrum of the weak FIR group in
normalized flux units.

The short-wavelength feature has been noted in various earlier
papers, most recently by Glikman et al. (2006; see references
therein to earlier work), who could only observe the short-
wavelength side of the feature and modeled it as a combination
of a nonthermal power law and a 1260 K blackbody. It extends
from below 1 !m (the ‘‘1 !m inflection’’ in R06) to about 5Y
8 !m and is better seen in our new SEDs because of the much
clearer view of the 5Y10 !m part of the spectra, where the long-
wavelength upturn of this feature is included in the Spitzer spec-
tral range. We interpret this feature as the signature of the hottest
dust in theAGN inner structure, at a temperature of 1000Y1500K.
Obviously, a realistic torus will radiate over a range of temper-
atures. We also caution that there is a relatively wide range and a
large scatter among the individual sources of our sample in this
part of the spectrum and some of the data (e.g., the L-band pho-

tometry) are incomplete. Given these qualifications, the difference
between the two intrinsic SEDs presented here is surprisingly
small.
In summary, the SF-dominated scenario for the FIR implies

similar AGN SEDs for all sources, showing three distinct NIR-
MIR humps and very similar long-wavelength (k > 20 !m) slopes.
Such a slope is consistent with the observed silicate features
and can be attributed to the absence of large amounts of AGN-
heated dust with temperatures below about 200 K.

3.2.2. AGN-produced FIR Continuum

An alternative view is that direct AGN heating, followed by
reradiation of cool distant dust, is the origin of a large fraction of
the observed FIR emission. Such a scenario has been discussed
in several earlier papers, including Sanders et al. (1989) and
Haas et al. (2003). Successful models of this type must explain
the required range of dust temperatures, as well as the FIR lu-
minosity and the strength of the PAH emission. In this case the
differences between strong-FIR and weak-FIR emitters reflect
a range in dust temperature. For sources of similar primary lu-
minosity, differing SEDs imply different dimensions and /or
geometry of the inner dusty structure.
For the QSOs under study, the FIR luminosity is comparable

to L(5100), which in turn represents some 15% of the bolo-
metric luminosity (x 2.4) [the ratio has a weak dependence on
L(5100) that we ignore here]. Thus, L12 ’ 7L12(FIR), where L12
and L12(FIR) are the bolometric (primary) and FIR luminosities
in units of 1012 L!, respectively. In general, continuous dust dis-
tributionmodels, such as those published by Pier&Krolik (1993),
would fail to produce such a large FIR luminosity, since the
assumed torus geometries result in a strong attenuation of the
central source radiation at large distances. A somewhat different
geometry, involving a flaring or warped disk, can solve the FIR
energy budget problem, but it introduces a related problem of
extremely large dimensions. This case is easily understood if

Fig. 6.—Normalized mean SEDs for strong FIR QSOs (left, top curve) and weak FIR QSOs (right, top curve). The adjacent red SED curves show ‘‘intrinsic’’ AGN SEDs
obtained by the subtraction of the scaled mean starburst (ULIRG) spectrum (shown in black) from the mean SEDs. (See text for explanation.) [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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which would indicate failure to subtract star formation. In contrast,
our intrinsic AGNSEDs showonly some [Ne vi] 7.6!memission
left on top of the continuum in the 6Y8 !m region. As is evident
fromFigures 1 and 6, almost all of our sources and the twomedian
SEDs contain noticeable silicate features thatmust originate in op-
tically thin regions of dust emission. The inferred long-wavelength
drop of our intrinsic AGN SED is consistent with this component,
since it suggests a slope that is steeper than a blackbody slope.
A flatter SED (in particular for the FIR-strong sources) would
require an alternative explanation.

Inspection of Figure 6 reveals a high degree of similarity be-
tween the intrinsic AGN SEDs of weak and strong FIR emitters.
They both show a relatively flat spectrum in kLk with three dis-
tinct ‘‘bumps’’: two corresponding to the silicate features at 10
and 18 !m, and a third that is centered at around 3 !m. The av-
erage SED of the sources with FIR upper limits is also in agree-
ment with the two mean SEDs over the wavelength range where
it is available, and it also shows the same three bumps. Table 2
lists the intrinsic 1Y40 !m spectrum of the weak FIR group in
normalized flux units.

The short-wavelength feature has been noted in various earlier
papers, most recently by Glikman et al. (2006; see references
therein to earlier work), who could only observe the short-
wavelength side of the feature and modeled it as a combination
of a nonthermal power law and a 1260 K blackbody. It extends
from below 1 !m (the ‘‘1 !m inflection’’ in R06) to about 5Y
8 !m and is better seen in our new SEDs because of the much
clearer view of the 5Y10 !m part of the spectra, where the long-
wavelength upturn of this feature is included in the Spitzer spec-
tral range. We interpret this feature as the signature of the hottest
dust in theAGN inner structure, at a temperature of 1000Y1500K.
Obviously, a realistic torus will radiate over a range of temper-
atures. We also caution that there is a relatively wide range and a
large scatter among the individual sources of our sample in this
part of the spectrum and some of the data (e.g., the L-band pho-

tometry) are incomplete. Given these qualifications, the difference
between the two intrinsic SEDs presented here is surprisingly
small.
In summary, the SF-dominated scenario for the FIR implies

similar AGN SEDs for all sources, showing three distinct NIR-
MIR humps and very similar long-wavelength (k > 20 !m) slopes.
Such a slope is consistent with the observed silicate features
and can be attributed to the absence of large amounts of AGN-
heated dust with temperatures below about 200 K.

3.2.2. AGN-produced FIR Continuum

An alternative view is that direct AGN heating, followed by
reradiation of cool distant dust, is the origin of a large fraction of
the observed FIR emission. Such a scenario has been discussed
in several earlier papers, including Sanders et al. (1989) and
Haas et al. (2003). Successful models of this type must explain
the required range of dust temperatures, as well as the FIR lu-
minosity and the strength of the PAH emission. In this case the
differences between strong-FIR and weak-FIR emitters reflect
a range in dust temperature. For sources of similar primary lu-
minosity, differing SEDs imply different dimensions and /or
geometry of the inner dusty structure.
For the QSOs under study, the FIR luminosity is comparable

to L(5100), which in turn represents some 15% of the bolo-
metric luminosity (x 2.4) [the ratio has a weak dependence on
L(5100) that we ignore here]. Thus, L12 ’ 7L12(FIR), where L12
and L12(FIR) are the bolometric (primary) and FIR luminosities
in units of 1012 L!, respectively. In general, continuous dust dis-
tributionmodels, such as those published by Pier&Krolik (1993),
would fail to produce such a large FIR luminosity, since the
assumed torus geometries result in a strong attenuation of the
central source radiation at large distances. A somewhat different
geometry, involving a flaring or warped disk, can solve the FIR
energy budget problem, but it introduces a related problem of
extremely large dimensions. This case is easily understood if

Fig. 6.—Normalized mean SEDs for strong FIR QSOs (left, top curve) and weak FIR QSOs (right, top curve). The adjacent red SED curves show ‘‘intrinsic’’ AGN SEDs
obtained by the subtraction of the scaled mean starburst (ULIRG) spectrum (shown in black) from the mean SEDs. (See text for explanation.) [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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Fig. 10. Nuclear SED of the Circinus
galaxy. Blue dots are high resolution
photometry compiled by Prieto et al.
(2010) plus an additional measurement
with ALMA at λ = 9.3× 10−4 m (321 GHz)
by Hagiwara et al. (2013). The measure-
ment in the J-band, which is only an upper
limit, is marked with an arrow. Also shown
are low resolution IRAS photometry (blue
crosses), a MIDI correlated flux spectrum
(cyan line), the averaged MIDI total flux
spectrum (blue line) and the high resolu-
tion spectrum from Roche et al. (2006, grey
line). The SED of our best fitting model is
plotted in red. A possible compact hot dust
component, fitted to the SED data marked
by the dark red boxes, is shown by the dot-
ted, dark red line. A zoom on the N-band
region with linear scaling of the axes is
shown as an inset. See text for further de-
tails.

in general show a steep decrease in the torus SED towards longer
wavelengths.

Towards shorter wavelengths, the model SED rapidly de-
creases following the (absorbed) Wien tail of the black-body
emission. The observed SED in the near-infrared is much higher.
The observed fluxes in the J, H and K-bands are compatible with
an additional compact component of hot dust (T ∼ 800 K, dot-
ted curve in Fig. 10). Such a component would not contribute
significantly to the emission in the mid-infrared. It would still be
(marginally) consistent with the lowest correlated fluxes mea-
sured with MIDI, which can be considered as upper limits for
any contribution by a compact hot emission component (e.g. the
cyan curve in Fig. 10). However, our interferometric measure-
ments rule out a compact emitter that produces sufficient flux to
explain the photometric measurements in the L and M-band. We
tested this by fixing the temperature of the unresolved compo-
nent to T1 = 600 K and adjusting f1 so that the near-infrared part
of the SED is reasonably well reproduced. We then obtain much
higher correlated fluxes than observed at the short wavelength
end, unless ∆1 ! 15 mas. This means that most of the emission
at these wavelengths must be extended by at least 0.3 pc and less
than 3.8 pc (190 mas, unresolved by single dish observations).
This is discussed further in Sect. 5.4.

In conclusion, we find that our model is consistent with the
overall SED of the Circinus galaxy. We further conclude that
the nuclear SED is dominated by emission from dust close to
T ∼ 300 K and that the contribution from dust at much hotter
(T > 800 K) or cooler (T < 200 K) temperatures is very low on
parsec scales.

5.4. Lack of a compact hot dust component

In Tristram et al. (2007), no significant temperature gradient was
found in the dust distribution of the Circinus galaxy. One of the
main goals of the new observations was to search for hotter dust
using longer baselines, or generally for an increase in the dust
temperature towards the centre, similar to what is observed in

NGC 1068 (Jaffe et al. 2004; Raban et al. 2008; López-Gonzaga
et al. 2014). NGC 1068 is similarly well resolved (both in terms
of visibility and scales of the supposed sublimation radius) as
the Circinus galaxy. In NGC 1068, the correlated fluxes are
on average bluer than the total flux (Fcor(13 µm)/Fcor(8 µm) <
Ftot(13 µm)/Ftot(8 µm)). This clearly indicates an increase in the
dust temperature towards the centre. In the Circinus galaxy, how-
ever, the emission at the short wavelength end of the N-band is
almost completely resolved out even on the longest baselines,
and we see no significant difference between the temperatures of
our model components (for all three components, T ∼ 300 K).
The new measurements thus confirm the earlier results: we find
no evidence of a temperature increase towards the centre. This is
unexpected, because the resolution limit of our interferometric
observations, ∼0.1 pc, corresponds to a few times the sublima-
tion radius (rsub ∼ 0.03 pc). We should start seeing hotter dust
on these scales.

There are two possible explanations for the lack of hot dust
at the centre: either we (still) cannot see it, or it is truly ab-
sent. In the first case, the hot dust component could be so highly
obscured on scales of a few rsub that we simply do not see it.
However, this is somewhat in contradiction with the decrease in
the silicate absorption depth towards the centre unless the inner-
most dust contains less silicates. Full radiative transfer calcula-
tions will have to be carried out to verify if a hot dust component
can be fully obscured while reproducing the other characteristics
of the Circinus nucleus. In the second, more speculative case,
there might simply be no hot dust at the inner rim of the torus
at all. In Sect. 2.3.2, we discussed a possible variability in the
Circinus galaxy. It is therefore conceivable that the active nu-
cleus was previously in a more active state or even that an explo-
sive event occurred some time ago (Bland-Hawthorn et al. 1997).
The increased activity would lead to an increased sublimation
radius. If the inner rim were to contract only slowly after the ac-
tivity decreased, the innermost dust would be at much cooler
temperatures for some time. Such a large and relatively cool
inner rim would not only explain the lack of hot dust but also
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directly estimated from the bootstrap distribution of the respec-
tive parameter and mark the 68.3% (1σ) confidence intervals.

Our model can fit the data on the shortest baselines very
well, which means that it reproduces the low spatial frequen-
cies of the source adequately. On longer baselines, however, the
data is not well reproduced by our model. This is predominantly
due to small scale variations of the correlated fluxes and differ-
ential phases at longer baselines (cf. Fig. 4), which cannot be
reproduced by our smooth model. We interpret these variations
as signatures for small scale structures that our model obviously
cannot replicate.

Finally, a few remarks on degeneracies: several parameters
of our model are not independent. The clearest example is the
degeneracy between the temperature Ti and the surface filling
factor fi. Because we are fitting a narrow wavelength range
(8 µm < λ < 13 µm), the temperatures of our dust components
are not well constrained. A small change in temperature has a
direct influence on the brightness of the source, which can be
compensated by changing the surface filling factor. Similar de-
generacies are present between the size and the axis ratio of the
source, which all change the emitted flux density. Depending on
how well these parameters are constrained by the interferometric
measurements, these parameters can become degenerate.

5. Discussion

5.1. Morphology

The direct analysis of the data (Sect. 3) and our modelling
(Sect. 4) confirm that the mid-infrared emission in the nucleus
of the Circinus galaxy comes from at least two distinct compo-
nents: a highly elongated, compact “disk-like” component and
a moderately elongated, extended component. To some degree,
the distinction between the two components is suggested by the
two different regimes of the correlated fluxes as a function of
the projected baseline length (see Sect. 3.1). Primarily, how-
ever, the distinction is suggested by the different orientations of
the two components: the two components are elongated roughly
perpendicular to one another. Two clearly separated emission
components have also been found in NGC 1068 and NGC 3783
(Raban et al. 2009; Hönig et al. 2013), and a two-component
morphology in the infrared appears to be common to a large
number of AGN (Kishimoto et al. 2011b; Burtscher et al. 2013).

We interpret the mid-infrared emission as emission from
warm dust in the context of the hydrodynamic models of dusty
tori in AGN by Schartmann et al. (2009), Wada et al. (2009) and
Wada (2012). These models find a relatively cold, geometrically
thin and very turbulent disk in the mid-plane of the torus, sur-
rounded by a filamentary structure. The latter consists of long
radial filaments with a hot tenuous medium in between. We as-
sociate the central, highly elongated component in the Circinus
nucleus with the dense disk in these simulations, and we inter-
pret the extended mid-infrared emission in the context of the fil-
amentary torus structure seen in these models.

A false-colour image of our best fitting model (fit 3) is
shown in Fig. 7, with the model images at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm mapped to the red, green and blue channels of the
image, respectively.

When interpreting our observations, we have to take into ac-
count that the emission is dominated by the warmest dust at a
certain location, which normally comes from the dust clouds di-
rectly illuminated by the central UV source. There are probably
also considerable amounts of cooler dust. However, the cooler
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Fig. 7. False-colour image of the three-component model for the mid-
infrared emission of the nucleus of the Circinus galaxy (fit 3). The
colours red, green and blue correspond to the model at 13.0 µm, 10.5 µm
and 8.0 µm, respectively. The colour scaling is logarithmic in order to
show both bright and faint features. Clearly the colour gradient of the
extended component due to the increase in the silicate depth towards
the south-east is visible. This colour gradient leads to a chromatic pho-
tocentre shift towards the north-west. Despite the lower surface bright-
ness, 80% of the emission comes from the extended component. Also
plotted is the trace of the water maser disk: the blue and red parts trace
the approaching and receding sides of the maser disk respectively. Note
that the relative offset of the mid-infrared emission with respect to the
maser disk is not known (see text for details).

material only contributes insignificantly to the infrared emission
(see also Sect. 5.3).

5.1.1. The disk-like component

The disk-like component is highly elongated and has a major
axis FWHM of ∆2 ∼ 1.1 pc. Due to the strong position angle
dependency of the correlated fluxes for the longest baselines,
the position angle of the major axis is very well constrained:
ψ2 = 46 ± 3°. The strong elongation of this component with an
axis ratio of more than 6 : 1 at first suggests an interpretation
as a highly inclined disk, as in Tristram et al. (2007). This in-
terpretation is supported by the close agreement in orientation
and size of this component with the warped maser disk from
Greenhill et al. (2003). The masers were modelled by a thin disk
extending from rin ∼ 0.1 pc to rout ∼ 0.4 pc. The maser disk is
warped with the position angle changing from 29° ± 3° at rin
to 56° ± 6° at rout. With a position angle of ψ2 ∼ 46°, our disk-
like component now matches this orientation much better than
previously. The larger size of the mid-infrared disk as compared
to the maser disk could be evidence of the disk extending out
to larger radii than is probed by the maser emission. We em-
phasise that the agreement is only in orientation and size, not in
the absolute position. With MIDI alone, no absolute astrometry
is possible because the absolute phase signal is destroyed by the
atmosphere (see Sect. 2.2). By consequence, the relative position
between the maser disk and our disk-like component cannot be
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Fig. 3. Upper panel: the nuclear SED of the dust continuum emission
in NGC 1068 derived using NIR and MIR continuum and spectroscopy
data (blue squares) from Alonso-Herrero et al. (2011), and the ALMA
data points in Bands 7 and 9 (red stars). The SED was derived in aper-
tures centered at the AGN that range from 0.002 (⇠14 pc) for NIR data
to 0.005 (⇠35 pc) for MIR and Band-7 ALMA data. The best CLUMPY
model fit to the observations (curve) and the 1� uncertainty range of
the fit (gray shaded region) are superposed onto the data points. Lower
panel: a close-up view of the dust continuum emission in Band 9. Levels
and markers are as in Fig. 1. The (0.004 ⇥ 0.002)-aperture used to extract
the flux at the position of the AGN is plotted as an ellipse.

Incidentally, the NIR data points are also above the CLUMPY
torus model fit. The extra flux at these wavelengths might come
from the dust at the base of the ionization cone, as can be the
case with other Seyfert galaxies (see, e.g., Hoenig et al. 2013).

We can finally estimate the gas mass in the torus of
NGC 1068 based on the fit, according to Eq. (A.1). We obtained:
Mtorus = 2.1(±1.2)⇥ 105 M�, where we considered that the main
uncertainties come from the relatively unconstrained torus size
and from the scatter around the adopted NH2/AV scaling ratio
taken from Bohlin et al. (1978) (see Appendix A). This mass
estimate is comfortingly similar to the estimated molecular gas
mass detected inside the central r = 20 pc aperture derived from
the CO(3–2) emission, as discussed in Sect. 5.4.

4.2. The central r  400 pc region: the CND
and the bow-shock arc

ALMA observations in Bands 7 and 9 were combined with
PACS observations obtained at 70 µm and 160 µm in compa-
rable apertures by Hailey-Dunsheath et al. (2012) to constrain

the overall SED of the dust emission in the central r = 400 pc of
the galaxy. The estimate of Mgas based on this fit and the implied
conversion factor for CO (XCO), discussed in Sect. 5.4, are used
in Sect. 6 to derive the mass load of the outflow identified in this
region.

The SED was fit using a modified black-body (MBB)
model to derive the dust temperature (Tdust), dust mass (Mdust)
and emissivity index (�) in this region. In this approach, the
measured fluxes, S ⌫, can be expressed as S ⌫ = Mdust ⇥
⌫ ⇥ B⌫(Tdust)/D2, where the emissivity of dust, ⌫, scales
as ⇠352 GHz ⇥ (⌫[GHz]/352)�, with 352 GHz = 0.09 m2 kg�1

(a value rounded up from 352 GHz = 0.0865 m2 kg�1 used by
Klaas et al. 2001), B⌫(Tdust) is the Planck function, and D is
the distance. Prior to the fit, the fluxes in the two ALMA bands
were corrected for the contamination by non-thermal emission in
the central 100 aperture at the AGN, as estimated in Sect. 4.1.1.
The best MBB fit is found for Mdust = (8 ± 2) ⇥ 105 M�,
Tdust = 46 ± 3 K and � = 1.7 ± 0.2. The errorbars on the pa-
rameters of the fit reflect the uncertainties due to the estimated
range of missing flux in the ALMA bands, derived in Sects. 3.1
and 3.2.

The value of Mdust can be used to predict the associated neu-
tral gas mass budget in this region. Applying the linear dust/gas
scaling ratio of Draine et al. (2007) (see also Sandstrom et al.
2013) to the gas-phase oxygen abundances measured in the cen-
tral 2 kpc of NGC 1068 (⇠12+log (O/H) ⇠ 8.8; Pilyugin et al.
2004, 2007), which yields a gas-to-dust mass ratio of ⇠60+30

�30, we
estimate that the total neutral gas mass in the central 1000 aper-
ture is Mgas = (5± 3)⇥ 107 M�. This number is a good proxy for
the molecular gas mass in this region because the HI distribution
in the disk of NGC 1068, studied by Brinks et al. (1997), shows
a bright ring between 3000 and 8000 with a true central hole.

5. Molecular line emission

In this section we analyze our newly acquired ALMA maps and
compare the morphology of the dense-gas tracers.

5.1. CO maps

Figure 4 shows the CO(3–2) and CO(6–5) velocity-integrated
intensity maps of NGC 1068 obtained with ALMA. The
CO maps reveal the distribution of the dense molecular gas in
NGC 1068 with unprecedented high-dynamic range capabili-
ties: �600 and �200 for the CO(3–2) and CO(6–5) maps, respec-
tively. As for the dust emission, we identify three main regions
in the disk of NGC 1068:

1. The CND: the brightest CO(3–2) line emission comes from
the CND, which appears as a closed asymmetric ellipti-
cal ring of 600 ⇥ 400–size as shown in Fig. 4b. The sub-
structure of the CO(3–2) ring reveals two strong emission
peaks located ⇠100 east and ⇠1.500 west of the AGN. Similar
to the dust continuum ring, the CO(3–2) ring is notice-
ably o↵-centered relative to the location of the AGN: the
two emission knots are bridged by lower-level emission that
completes the ring north and south of the AGN and leaves
a gas-emptied region to the southwest. However, unlike for
Band 7 continuum emission, CO(3–2) emission does not
peak at the AGN. The morphology of the ALMA map of
the CND is to a large extent similar to that of the SMA map
of Krips et al. (2011). Nevertheless, the order of magnitude
higher dynamic range of the ALMA image of the CND helps
reveal that the ring closes south of the AGN, i.e., similarly to
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Fig. 3. Upper panel: the nuclear SED of the dust continuum emission
in NGC 1068 derived using NIR and MIR continuum and spectroscopy
data (blue squares) from Alonso-Herrero et al. (2011), and the ALMA
data points in Bands 7 and 9 (red stars). The SED was derived in aper-
tures centered at the AGN that range from 0.002 (⇠14 pc) for NIR data
to 0.005 (⇠35 pc) for MIR and Band-7 ALMA data. The best CLUMPY
model fit to the observations (curve) and the 1� uncertainty range of
the fit (gray shaded region) are superposed onto the data points. Lower
panel: a close-up view of the dust continuum emission in Band 9. Levels
and markers are as in Fig. 1. The (0.004 ⇥ 0.002)-aperture used to extract
the flux at the position of the AGN is plotted as an ellipse.

Incidentally, the NIR data points are also above the CLUMPY
torus model fit. The extra flux at these wavelengths might come
from the dust at the base of the ionization cone, as can be the
case with other Seyfert galaxies (see, e.g., Hoenig et al. 2013).

We can finally estimate the gas mass in the torus of
NGC 1068 based on the fit, according to Eq. (A.1). We obtained:
Mtorus = 2.1(±1.2)⇥ 105 M�, where we considered that the main
uncertainties come from the relatively unconstrained torus size
and from the scatter around the adopted NH2/AV scaling ratio
taken from Bohlin et al. (1978) (see Appendix A). This mass
estimate is comfortingly similar to the estimated molecular gas
mass detected inside the central r = 20 pc aperture derived from
the CO(3–2) emission, as discussed in Sect. 5.4.

4.2. The central r  400 pc region: the CND
and the bow-shock arc

ALMA observations in Bands 7 and 9 were combined with
PACS observations obtained at 70 µm and 160 µm in compa-
rable apertures by Hailey-Dunsheath et al. (2012) to constrain

the overall SED of the dust emission in the central r = 400 pc of
the galaxy. The estimate of Mgas based on this fit and the implied
conversion factor for CO (XCO), discussed in Sect. 5.4, are used
in Sect. 6 to derive the mass load of the outflow identified in this
region.

The SED was fit using a modified black-body (MBB)
model to derive the dust temperature (Tdust), dust mass (Mdust)
and emissivity index (�) in this region. In this approach, the
measured fluxes, S ⌫, can be expressed as S ⌫ = Mdust ⇥
⌫ ⇥ B⌫(Tdust)/D2, where the emissivity of dust, ⌫, scales
as ⇠352 GHz ⇥ (⌫[GHz]/352)�, with 352 GHz = 0.09 m2 kg�1

(a value rounded up from 352 GHz = 0.0865 m2 kg�1 used by
Klaas et al. 2001), B⌫(Tdust) is the Planck function, and D is
the distance. Prior to the fit, the fluxes in the two ALMA bands
were corrected for the contamination by non-thermal emission in
the central 100 aperture at the AGN, as estimated in Sect. 4.1.1.
The best MBB fit is found for Mdust = (8 ± 2) ⇥ 105 M�,
Tdust = 46 ± 3 K and � = 1.7 ± 0.2. The errorbars on the pa-
rameters of the fit reflect the uncertainties due to the estimated
range of missing flux in the ALMA bands, derived in Sects. 3.1
and 3.2.

The value of Mdust can be used to predict the associated neu-
tral gas mass budget in this region. Applying the linear dust/gas
scaling ratio of Draine et al. (2007) (see also Sandstrom et al.
2013) to the gas-phase oxygen abundances measured in the cen-
tral 2 kpc of NGC 1068 (⇠12+log (O/H) ⇠ 8.8; Pilyugin et al.
2004, 2007), which yields a gas-to-dust mass ratio of ⇠60+30

�30, we
estimate that the total neutral gas mass in the central 1000 aper-
ture is Mgas = (5± 3)⇥ 107 M�. This number is a good proxy for
the molecular gas mass in this region because the HI distribution
in the disk of NGC 1068, studied by Brinks et al. (1997), shows
a bright ring between 3000 and 8000 with a true central hole.

5. Molecular line emission

In this section we analyze our newly acquired ALMA maps and
compare the morphology of the dense-gas tracers.

5.1. CO maps

Figure 4 shows the CO(3–2) and CO(6–5) velocity-integrated
intensity maps of NGC 1068 obtained with ALMA. The
CO maps reveal the distribution of the dense molecular gas in
NGC 1068 with unprecedented high-dynamic range capabili-
ties: �600 and �200 for the CO(3–2) and CO(6–5) maps, respec-
tively. As for the dust emission, we identify three main regions
in the disk of NGC 1068:

1. The CND: the brightest CO(3–2) line emission comes from
the CND, which appears as a closed asymmetric ellipti-
cal ring of 600 ⇥ 400–size as shown in Fig. 4b. The sub-
structure of the CO(3–2) ring reveals two strong emission
peaks located ⇠100 east and ⇠1.500 west of the AGN. Similar
to the dust continuum ring, the CO(3–2) ring is notice-
ably o↵-centered relative to the location of the AGN: the
two emission knots are bridged by lower-level emission that
completes the ring north and south of the AGN and leaves
a gas-emptied region to the southwest. However, unlike for
Band 7 continuum emission, CO(3–2) emission does not
peak at the AGN. The morphology of the ALMA map of
the CND is to a large extent similar to that of the SMA map
of Krips et al. (2011). Nevertheless, the order of magnitude
higher dynamic range of the ALMA image of the CND helps
reveal that the ring closes south of the AGN, i.e., similarly to
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hundreds of pc in diameter. We find 13 such dusty disks, clearly
resolvable either in optical WFPC2 data or with an H /R-band
color map. Our color maps have been normalized such that a
measured difference in pixel values between two regions corre-
sponds to a difference in a proportional number of R-band mag-
nitudes. This allows for quick extinction estimates.

In Figure 2a we present our color map for 3C 31, which
contains an excellent example of a dusty disk. Although the
largest in our sample (at !2.5 kpc in diameter), this disk shares
similar properties with the 12 others we observe. Based on their
common traits, we define a dusty disk as a round nuclear feature
seen in absorption, qualitatively appearing continuous (from its
outer boundaries to the nucleus), flat, and sufficiently resolvable
so as to allow for a confident estimate of b/a (the ratio of the
disk’s minor axis b to its major axis a). Assuming a circular, flat
disk, this axis ratio can be projected into an estimate for the disk’s
inclination iwith respect to the plane of the sky by i ¼ arccos(b/a).
These disks are typically associated with more than 1 R-band mag-
nitude of extinction. In many instances, it was necessary to first
produce anH /R-band color map so as to confirm that the dust fea-
ture was indeed continuous from its outer edge to the unresolved
nucleus. Many of the dusty disks in our sample possess small
asymmetries, including lopsidedness (e.g., 3C 465, giving rise
to added uncertainty in its b/a estimate; see Fig. 8), nonplanar
warps (e.g., NGC 6251, 3C 449, Fig. 8; Ferrarese & Ford 1999;
Tremblay et al. 2006), spiral features (e.g., 3C 31, Fig. 2a), and
wispy filamentary structures (e.g., 3C 66B). As our study is con-
cerned with the orientations of disks as measured with respect to
theirouter edges,we are generally not concernedwith these small-
scale features.

In Figure 2b is a color map of the highly disturbed dust feature
in 3C 321, which we classify as a lane. The three other features
defined as lanes in our sample are similar in appearance, being
‘‘arc-like’’ instead offlat like a disk, and are unlikely to extend all
the way to the nucleus. Instead, the lanes in our sample appear to
reside at much greater distances from the nucleus than do the

disks, and the projected extent of a lane is always far greater than
a disk diameter. For these reasons, it is not likely that we are
misidentifying edge-on disks as lanes. In Figure 3 we present the
distribution of linear sizes for all of the disks and lanes in our
sample. Lanes are associated with a swath of extinction (greater
than 1 R-band magnitude) spanning more than!4 kpc, while the
disks in our sample have diameters smaller than !2.5 kpc.
Some objects in our sample (e.g., 3C 317, 3C 338) contain thin

tendrils andwisps of dust, whichwe do not consider lanes.While
lanes are typically associated with more than 1 R-band magni-
tude of extinction, far less massive and cohesive features, such as
the one in 3C 338, are far more optically thin at R band and are
better described as wispy tendrils or clumps rather than full lanes.
We also note that 3C 236 is unique in that its inner dusty disk is
connected to a large surrounding filamentary structure. We do
not classify this outer feature as a lane, as it appears to be con-
nected to the inner disk by a thin tendril. Nevertheless, we mea-
sure the inclination of the dust feature in 3C 236 with respect
to the inner nuclear disk. We discuss 3C 236 further in x 6. See
Table 1 for a qualitative classification of dust morphology (where
applicable) for every object in our sample.

4.2. Host Galaxy Isophotal Properties

Here we examine the sample-wide distributions of the iso-
photal parameters (a4 /a)ave and !ave, which we calculated using
the strategy discussed in x 3. The histograms for these distribu-
tions are plotted in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively. The shaded
regions of both histograms mark the 13 objects in which we
observe dusty disks, the morphologies of which we describe in
x 4.1.
From the (a4 /a)ave distribution in Figure 4a, it is clear that our

sample favors boxy [e.g.,#0:1 < (a4 /a)ave < 0] over disky (e.g.,
0 < a4 /a < 0:1) objects by one-third to one-quarter of the sam-
ple, respectively. Of greater interest is the fact that dusty disks
only appear in elliptical (or round) and boxy hosts [e.g., with
negative values of (a4 /a)ave], and are not observed in disky

Fig. 2.—Examples of a circumnuclear dusty disk and a dust lane, respectively. (a) A 1.6"m/0.702"mabsorptionmap of the nuclear disk of 3C 31,made from dividing
HST NICMOS and HST WFPC2 images. The disk exhibits more absorption on its southwestern edge, and previous studies of the axial ratio (b/a) for the disk have
estimated the southwestern edge to be nearer the observer than the northeastern edge, with arccos(b/a) $ 41% with respect to the plane of the sky (Fraix-Burnet et al. 1991;
de Koff et al. 2000). (b) A 1.6"m/0.702"m absorptionmap of the!6.5 kpc dust lane in 3C 321. Note that, while we include 3C 321 in this figure because it best illustrates
what we define as a dust lane, we do not include it in our 84 object sample as its H-band isophotes are very highly distorted by a foreground object.
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Another example of dust serving to illustrate connections
between an AGN and its host galaxy is found in 3C 449, a clear
outlier to the observed (although not necessarily real) jet /disk
orthogonality ‘‘trend’’ discussed in x 1 (see Fig. 8). The outer
regions of the dusty disk are aligned with the isophotal major
axis of the host, whichmakes a sharply acute angle with the radio
jet axis on the plane of the sky. The recent work by Tremblay
et al. (2006) modeled the dusty disk with a large warp, account-
ing for jet /disk orthogonality on smaller (!50 pc) scales. That

study discussed physical mechanisms capable of creating and/or
sustaining such a warp, concluding that its source most likely
comes from a perturbational interaction between the dusty disk
and highly elongated, anisotropically distributed isobars of X-ray
emitting gas in the ambient medium. Were such anisotropy cou-
pled to the launching of the jet through a feedback interaction
from the AGN, it might play a large role in a process responsible
for preferentially aligning dusty disks to radio jets, accounting
for jet /disk orthogonality.

Fig. 8.—Examples of some of the unique dust features in our sample, which we discuss directly in x 5. Top:HSTNICMOS2 1.6 !m image of 3C 236 with highlighted
isophotal contours, its associated a4 /a radial profile with the averaging region (see x 3) bounded by dashed lines, and a 1.6 !m/0.7 !m color map of the dusty disk in the
nucleus of 3C 236, made via division of HST NICMOS2 and WFPC2 data. This object is unique in that it is one of the largest galaxies in the universe, and its nucleus
contains both a dusty disk and a dust lane.Middle: Same as the top row, but for 3C 465. The disk in 3C 465 is lopsided, with two sharp spiral features to the north and south.
Bottom: Same as the top row, but for 3C 449. The dusty disk in this object is unique in that it is a clear outlier to the observed (but perhaps not real) jet /disk orthogonality
trend, which we discuss in x 1. The disk in 3C 449 has beenmodeled by Tremblay et al. (2006) with a large warp, accounting for jet /disk orthogonality on smaller (!50 pc)
scales.
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Figure 8. Extinction maps of ESO 428-G14, MCG-05-23-016, NGC 1068 and NGC 1386 derived using the same dust maps for each object as in the
corresponding individual Figs 1–4. The reference level is taken from a dust-free region away from the filamentary structures and within a kpc radius from the
centre. North is up and east is to the left.

section). Another effect in the AV determination is the contribu-
tion of strong emission lines in the optical images, which may
render bluest optical–IR colours, hence, lower AV. In the case of
NGC 1068, the colour map shows a complex structure and the ex-
tinction inferred from the F550M–K-band colour is more than a
factor of 2 lower when compared to the F791W–K-band colour.
This suggests that the optical is likely contaminated by either [O III]
or scattered light from the AGN (see Fig. 10; Appendix A). The
highest extinction values are found in NGC 1068 and NGC 7582,
with AV above 5 mag, which can lead to complete obscuration of
the nucleus. Intermediate extinctions, AV ∼ 3 mag, are found for
ESO 428-G14, NGC 1386 and NGC 3169. However, these nuclei
are low-luminosity sources, Lbol ! 5 × 1042 erg s−1 (Table 3), and
thus an extinction of this order can smear out their nuclear emis-
sion in the background galaxy light. The lowest extinction is found
in Sombrero, AV ∼ 0.8 mag, consistent with this being a visible
nucleus at all wavelengths including the UV, and in MCG-05-23-
016, AV ∼ 1 mag, consistent with its nucleus being detected in the
HST/F791W filter and being presumably partially obscured in the
HST/F547M filter. In the latter, there is a relatively bright source
very close to the K-band peak position, the shift between both peaks
being within the errors (Table 1).

Putting altogether, the estimated extinctions and the strategic lo-
cation of the dust in front of the nucleus are sufficient to obscure
these nuclei at optical wavelengths and justify the type 2 classi-
fication. When AV is found very low, the nucleus is consistently

found fully or partially visible. This finding questions whether a
further obscuring structure – the torus – is needed to explain the
lack of broad-line emission and the morphology of the ionized gas.
In those cases where well-defined nuclear dust filaments are seen,
the filament sizes exceed the 100 pc range and in some cases they
appear connected to larger kpc-scale dust structures, very much
suggesting the flow of material from the outer parts in the galaxy
to the very centre, the fuelling of the nucleus. By losing angular
momentum, this material may naturally lead to a high-optical thick-
ness structure at the centre, perhaps the envisaged pc-scale disc–
torus, but a priori, for the sole purpose of hiding the nucleus, the
much larger scale size filaments and lanes shown here could do the
obscuration.

4.2 Relative location of the ionized gas, dust and the nucleus

The location and origin of the ionized gas, in particular of coronal
gas, should unequivocally point out the AGN location. The per-
formed astrometry allows us to determine with an accuracy of a few
tens of mas (Table 1) the position where the ionized gas shows its
highest collimation zone. The alignment with NaCo/[Si VII] 2.48 µm
coronal line, whose origin is undoubtedly the AGN, was possible
in four out of the seven galaxies for which that image is available:
ESO 428-G14, NGC 1068, NGC 1386 and NGC 7582. In all other
cases, an HST/Hα line image was used instead.

MNRAS 442, 2145–2164 (2014)
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section). Another effect in the AV determination is the contribu-
tion of strong emission lines in the optical images, which may
render bluest optical–IR colours, hence, lower AV. In the case of
NGC 1068, the colour map shows a complex structure and the ex-
tinction inferred from the F550M–K-band colour is more than a
factor of 2 lower when compared to the F791W–K-band colour.
This suggests that the optical is likely contaminated by either [O III]
or scattered light from the AGN (see Fig. 10; Appendix A). The
highest extinction values are found in NGC 1068 and NGC 7582,
with AV above 5 mag, which can lead to complete obscuration of
the nucleus. Intermediate extinctions, AV ∼ 3 mag, are found for
ESO 428-G14, NGC 1386 and NGC 3169. However, these nuclei
are low-luminosity sources, Lbol ! 5 × 1042 erg s−1 (Table 3), and
thus an extinction of this order can smear out their nuclear emis-
sion in the background galaxy light. The lowest extinction is found
in Sombrero, AV ∼ 0.8 mag, consistent with this being a visible
nucleus at all wavelengths including the UV, and in MCG-05-23-
016, AV ∼ 1 mag, consistent with its nucleus being detected in the
HST/F791W filter and being presumably partially obscured in the
HST/F547M filter. In the latter, there is a relatively bright source
very close to the K-band peak position, the shift between both peaks
being within the errors (Table 1).

Putting altogether, the estimated extinctions and the strategic lo-
cation of the dust in front of the nucleus are sufficient to obscure
these nuclei at optical wavelengths and justify the type 2 classi-
fication. When AV is found very low, the nucleus is consistently

found fully or partially visible. This finding questions whether a
further obscuring structure – the torus – is needed to explain the
lack of broad-line emission and the morphology of the ionized gas.
In those cases where well-defined nuclear dust filaments are seen,
the filament sizes exceed the 100 pc range and in some cases they
appear connected to larger kpc-scale dust structures, very much
suggesting the flow of material from the outer parts in the galaxy
to the very centre, the fuelling of the nucleus. By losing angular
momentum, this material may naturally lead to a high-optical thick-
ness structure at the centre, perhaps the envisaged pc-scale disc–
torus, but a priori, for the sole purpose of hiding the nucleus, the
much larger scale size filaments and lanes shown here could do the
obscuration.

4.2 Relative location of the ionized gas, dust and the nucleus

The location and origin of the ionized gas, in particular of coronal
gas, should unequivocally point out the AGN location. The per-
formed astrometry allows us to determine with an accuracy of a few
tens of mas (Table 1) the position where the ionized gas shows its
highest collimation zone. The alignment with NaCo/[Si VII] 2.48 µm
coronal line, whose origin is undoubtedly the AGN, was possible
in four out of the seven galaxies for which that image is available:
ESO 428-G14, NGC 1068, NGC 1386 and NGC 7582. In all other
cases, an HST/Hα line image was used instead.
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Figure 9. Extinction maps of NGC 3169, Sombrero and NGC 7582 derived using the same dust maps for each object as in the corresponding individual
Figs 5–7. The reference level is taken from a dust-free region away from the filamentary structures and within a kpc radius from the centre. North is up and
east is to the left.

When the tracer is [Si VII] 2.48 µm, a strong point-like source
is always revealed, in contrast with Hα (Figs 1, 3, 4 bottom-right
panel, and Fig. 7 bottom-left panel). The point-like source in [Si VII]
is thus associated with the position of the nucleus, i.e. the NaCo IR
peak (see Section 3.3). In all cases, the extended emission is rather
collimated – elongated – at both sides of the nucleus, probably due
to the low extinction affecting this line. The same applies for Hα but
only for those galaxies for which we estimated a very low extinc-
tion at the centre, i.e. AV ! 1 mag in MCG-05-23-016 and Sombrero
(Figs 2 and 6, bottom panel). In NGC 3169 and NGC 1386, where
AV is ∼3 mag, the peak emission in Hα is shifted with respect to
the nucleus location due to the extinction suffered by this line: in
NGC 3169 (Fig. 5, bottom), the Hα peak is displaced with respect
to the nucleus position by 140 ± 20 mas – the same value as that
found with the optical continuum peak (see Table 1). In NGC 1386
(Fig. 4, bottom-left panel), the shift is almost 0.5 arcsec (see next
section). In NGC 1068 (Fig. 10), the shift between the [O III]
5007 Å peak emission and the K-band nucleus is however moderate,
50 ± 30 mas.

The morphology of the [Si VII] 2.48 µm line is not affected by
dust extinction, in contrast to Hα. This looks patched in almost all
galaxies due to the presence of the dust filaments. For example, in
NGC 3169, Hα emission is preferentially at the western side of the
nucleus where there is not much dust, close to the nucleus it extends
along the border line defined by the central arc-like dust lane, so the
gas shows as well the same arc-like profile at the border line (Fig. 5,
bottom panel). The Hα emission disappears at the opposite side

due to a thick dust lane and reappears at further distances from the
centre at locations where the dust becomes thinner. In NGC 1386,
a sharp cut-off in the ionized gas stretches along the edges of two
long dust filaments crossing north–south (Fig. 4, bottom-left panel).
No Hα is seen on the eastern side of the galaxy, but most spreads
over the apparent dust-free area on the western side.

The ionized gas of NGC 7582, in this case traced by a ground-
based [O III] 5007 Å image (fig. 1 in Riffel et al. 2009), disappears
east and north of the nucleus. The fall-off of the emission is outlined
by the edges of the dust lanes, this can be seen when comparing
fig. 1 in Riffel et al. (2009) with our extinction map in Fig. 7
(middle-right panel). In ESO 428-G14 (Fig. 1, bottom-left panel),
the central spiralling dust filaments somewhat limit the Hα emis-
sion boundaries. Finally, NGC 1068 (Fig. 10), although with a more
complex morphology, shows rather extended [OIII] emission in all
directions around the nucleus, yet the outer boundary of the emis-
sion is defined by the collar-like bright region seen in the optical–IR
colour maps. So presumably this is a dusty obscuring region. How-
ever, [Si VII] is less constrained by this collar-like region (see also
individual discussion in Appendix A). Conversely, in the Sombrero
galaxy and in MCG-05-23-016, Hα does not appear distorted by
extinction, which is consistent with the lower values of AV (below
or about 1 mag). In particular, the dust and gas in Sombrero seem to
follow each other (Fig. 6, bottom) along what presumably is a thin
disc in the plane of the galaxy.

AGN ionization cones are usually traced by optical gas and their
apparently collimated morphology has been widely assumed to be

MNRAS 442, 2145–2164 (2014)
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Figure 2. Black hole scaling relations involving (a) central velocity dispersion σ , (b) Ks-band host spheroid magnitude, and (c) B-band host spheroid magnitude. The
red dots represent the (luminous) core-Sérsic galaxies and the blue circles represent the (intermediate-luminosity) Sérsic galaxies and bulges, while the open crosses
designate those which are barred. The symmetrical bisector regressions given in Table 3 are shown here, except for panel (a) which shows the OLS(σ |Mbh) regression
for the 21 barred (dotted blue) and 27 non-barred (solid blue) Sérsic galaxies, along with the symmetrical bisector regression for the 24 core-Sérsic galaxies. The faint
dot-dashed gray line at the bottom of panel (a) corresponds to a black hole’s sphere of influence of 0.′′1 at a distance of 1.3 Mpc. With such a limiting spatial resolution
of 0.′′1, black holes residing below this line cannot be reliably detected. Using the LKs –σ and LB–σ relations for the Sérsic galaxies, constructed using both a bisector
regression and an OLS(L|σ ) regression, this gray line has been mapped into panels (b) and (c). The leftmost core-Sérsic galaxy in panels (b) and (c) is NGC 3998.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Given that the 27 non-barred Sérsic galaxies define an Mbh–σ
relation which is consistent with that defined by the 24 core-
Sérsic galaxies (see Table 3), they have been combined to
produce a single non-barred Mbh–σ relation. These 51 galaxies
yield a slope of 5.53 ± 0.34, consistent with the value of
5.32 ± 0.49 reported by Graham et al. (2011) using a sample
of 44 non-barred galaxies. Barth et al. (2005, their Figure 2)
offer further support for this linear relation after reducing their
AGN black hole mass estimates by a factor of ∼2 due to a
revision in the virial f-factor used to determine black hole
masses in AGNs (Onken et al. 2004; Graham et al. 2011).
While Graham et al. (2011) discussed why a 5% uncertainty
on the velocity dispersion may be optimistic, we note that
using a 10% uncertainty on σ , rather than 5%, results in the
same slope to the Mbh–σ relation when using the OLS(σ |Mbh)
regression. Coupling the knowledge that L ∝ σ 2 for the Sérsic
spheroids, with the relation Mbh ∝ σ 5.5, one would expect to
find Mbh ∝ L2.75 for the Sérsic spheroids.

For a value of σ = 400 km s−1, the non-barred Mbh–σ
relation yields a black hole mass of 7.7 × 109 M&. This is three
times greater than the value of 2.6 × 109 M& predicted by the
elliptical galaxy Mbh–σ relation from Gültekin et al. (2009b),
and better, although not fully, matches the expectations from
Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. (2012) for black holes in brightest
cluster galaxies if they reside on the “fundamental plane of
black hole activity” (Merloni et al. 2003; Falcke et al. 2004).

As reported by Graham (2007a, 2008a, 2008b) and Hu
(2008), the barred galaxies are, on average, offset to lower black
hole masses or higher velocity dispersions than the non-barred
galaxies, with the latter scenario possibly expected from barred
galaxy dynamics (e.g., Gadotti & Kauffmann 2009; Graham
et al. 2011; DeBuhr et al. 2012). Consistent with Graham et al.
(2011), we find a mean vertical offset of 0.30 dex between
the barred and non-barred galaxies in the Mbh–σ diagram,
which corresponds to a factor of ∼2 in black hole mass, when
σ = 200 km s−1.

For those who may not know if their galaxy of interest is
barred or not, using the full 72 galaxies and an OLS(Mbh|σ ), bi-
sector, and OLS(σ |Mbh) regression to construct the classical (all

galaxy type) Mbh–σ relation gives slopes of 5.21 ± 0.27, 5.61±
0.27, and 6.08 ± 0.31, respectively. The associated intercepts
are 8.14 ± 0.04, 8.14 ± 0.05, and 8.15 ± 0.05. These steeper
relations are expected given the offset nature of the barred
galaxies.

3.2. The Mbh–L Diagram

In Figures 2(b) and (c) we have performed a symmetrical lin-
ear regression for the 24 core-Sérsic galaxies in the Mbh–L dia-
gram. Expressing their spheroid magnitudes as luminosities, we
find that Mbh ∝ L1.10±0.20

Ks
and Mbh ∝ L1.35±0.30

B , in reasonable
agreement with the relation Mbh ∝ L1.0 and with past analyses
of predominantly bright galaxies.9 We note that depending on
the progenitor galaxy mass ratios—among the individual dry
merger events which built the core-Sérsic sample—the slope of
the Mbh–L relation can be expected to deviate slightly from a
value of 1. However, for galaxies built from a sufficient num-
ber of dry mergers, this should become a second-order effect in
terms of the overall evolutionary scenario in the Mbh–L diagram,
for the reason described by Peng (2007) and Jahnke & Macciò
(2011).

The effective sample selection boundary shown in Figure 2(a)
has been mapped into Figures 2(b) and (c) by converting this
line’s velocity dispersion into the expected magnitude according
to the L–σ relations defined by the Sérsic galaxies in these
diagrams. The need for an OLS(L|Mbh) regression on the Sérsic
galaxies in the Mbh–L diagrams, rather than a symmetrical
regression, is no longer as apparent because the “floor” to the
sample selection has significantly shifted/rotated.

It is not clear if the barred Sérsic galaxies are offset from
the non-barred Sérsic galaxies in Figures 2(b) and (c) and so
we have therefore grouped them together in our analysis. The
results of which, given in Table 3, are such that Mbh ∝ L2.73±0.55

Ks

and Mbh ∝ L2.35±0.40
B for the Sérsic spheroids.10 We note in

9 The inclusion of NGC 3842 and NGC 4889 does not significantly change
these results.
10 The inclusion of NGC 3079 does not change these results.
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握っていると考えられるが、いくつかのモデルが提案されているもののその正体はいまだ明らかになっていな
い (Volonteri 2010)。
本章では、活動銀河核と銀河の共進化の解明を目標として、近傍宇宙における銀河中心部の巨大ブラック

ホールと母銀河の性質を TMTにより徹底的に調査する研究について紹介する。また巨大ブラックホール成長
の種となる天体を調べるため、銀河系・近傍銀河中の中間質量ブラックホールについての研究も紹介する。

1.2.1 巨大ブラックホールの系統的質量測定
概要

アブストラクト

Systematic mass measurements of supermassive black holes

Abstract

背景と目的

近傍銀河の中心ブラックホールの質量は、十分に高い角度分解能にて銀河中心部の星あるいはガスの速度場
を測定し、その運動を解析することによって力学的に求められている。周囲の星・ガスの速度場にたいしてブ
ラックホールの影響が大きくなる範囲 sphere of influence はブラックホール質量と銀河中心付近の星の速度分
散から以下のような目安を与えることができる。

rh =
GMBH

σ2
∗

≈ 10
(MBH/108M")

(σ∗/200 km s−1)2
pc (1.1)

これまでハッブル宇宙望遠鏡や補償光学を駆使した地上 10m クラス望遠鏡によって研究が行われてきたが、こ
ういった現在最先端の観測装置によっても角度分解能の制限のため、中心巨大ブラックホールの存在を確認で
きた銀河は必ずしも精度が良くないものを含めてもおよそ 50個程度にとどまっている。

TMT が達成するより高い角度分解能による観測はこの限界をのり越え、近傍銀河における巨大ブラック
ホールの系統的探査について大きく進展させることができると期待できる。TMT は 30m の巨大な主鏡口径
と高度な補償光学を駆使することにより、近赤外線波長域においてこれまでの観測装置に対しておよそ 3倍
の角度分解能の向上が見込まれる。これにより遠方の銀河についてブラックホール質量が測定できるようにな
り、サンプル数はおよそ 30倍に向上することが期待できる。また角度分解能の向上はより小質量の中心ブラッ
クホールの観測が可能になると期待される。ブラックホール質量と銀河中の星の速度分散に知られている相関
MBH ∝ σβ

∗ を用いて sphere of influence 内の速度場を観測するために必要な角度分解能を求めると、それは
θh = rh/D ∝ M (β−2)/β

BH D−1 のように見積もられる (Dは銀河までの距離)。これまでの研究からおよそ β ∼ 4
の値が確認されており (Gültekin et al. 2009; Woo et al. 2010)、すなわち TMT によって同じ距離においてお
よそ 1/10倍の小さい質量のブラックホールを観測することができると期待される。もちろん TMT の巨大な
集光力は観測感度やサーベイ速度の向上に威力を発揮するであろう。さらに将来、可視波長域まで補償光学が
適用されるようになれば、角度分解能・感度ともに一層の向上が期待できる。
そこで TMT を用いて近傍銀河中心の巨大ブラックホールの大規模かつ系統的な探査をおし進め、すべての

質量・形態の銀河の中心に巨大ブラックホールが存在するのか、ブラックホール質量と銀河の性質との相関関
係の傾き、分散、母銀河の性質の依存性などを徹底的に調査する。合体成長による銀河進化の影響が小さいと
される矮小銀河には種ブラックホールの痕跡が残っているかもしれず (Volonteri & Natarajan 2009; Volonteri
2010)、より小質量の巨大ブラックホールにまでその探査を進めることが重要である。このような研究により種
ブラックホールの形成とその後の巨大ブラックホールの成長、そして活動銀河核と銀河の共進化の仕組みに迫
ることが可能になるだろう。
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BH重力圏/銀河回転境界で降着物質の相・量・分布・速度場を計測
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•r < 1 pc : BH重力圏
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Wada et al. 5

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 2.— Cross sections (a) gas density [M!pc−3], (b) temperature [K] and (c) H2 density [M!pc−3] on x-y and x-z planes of model
H10a (t = 4.38 Myr).

rotation, but there are also large internal random motions. This complicated velocity field is naturally expected in an
inhomogeneous, self-gravitating disk (Wada, Meurer, & Norman 2002), but the vertical motions are mainly enhanced
by energy input from supernovae (see also Fig. 8). The vertical velocity field also shows a bipolar outflow in the
central funnel, which is mostly warm and hot gases as seen in Fig. 2b.

In Figs. 4a and 4b, we plot total column density (Ng) and H2 column density (NH2
) toward the galactic center as

a function of the viewing angle in model H10a. It clearly shows that the total gas and H2 column densities are both
largest at θv ! 0 (i.e. edge-on), and the average column density decreases on average towards the pole-on view as
expected. We should note, however that the scatter around the average is two orders of magnitude or more for any
viewing angles, which is comparable to the change of the average value between θv = 0◦ and ±90◦. Figure 4b shows
H2 is distributed similary, but it is more concentrated near the disk plane. The scatter of NH2

is more significant than
that in Ng especially for θ ! 50 deg, reflecting that H2 gas is highly inhomogeneous and more sparsely distributed in
larger latitudes.

3.2. Dependence of Model Parameters

Figure 5 shows density distributions of models with two resolutions, H100a (∆ = 0.125 pc) and L100a (∆ = 0.25
pc) at t = 4.02 Myr. The inhomogeneous density fields and global morphology of the thick disk in the two models are

~ pcの空間分解能が必要
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